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Dear  
Readers

At the Fourth High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness 

(HLF-4) in Busan, Republic of Korea, a group of rep-

resentatives from the public and the private sectors 

endorsed the Joint Statement “Expanding and Enhanc-

ing Public Private Partnership for Broad-based, Inclu-

sive and Sustainable Growth”. This statement recog-

nises the private sector as a key driver of inclusive and 

sustainable development. It is being implemented by 

a new platform for cooperation between governments 

and private-sector entities: the Partnerships for Pros-

perity (P4P). Targeting the exchange of knowledge and 

best practices, P4P helps kick-start joint global initia-

tives and partner country-level initiatives. In addition, 

P4P showcases innovative partnerships as a means to 

greater development effectiveness in the cooperation 

between the public and private sectors.

Within the P4P platform, we at the German Federal 

Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(BMZ), together with the International Finance Corpo-

ration (IFC) and the World Business Council for Sus-

tainable Development (WBCSD) established a working 

group for monitoring and evaluation. The working 

group aims to improve results measurement in part-

nerships by contributing to the discussion on what to 

measure and how to measure. The working group also 

seeks to establish a common results measurement lan-

guage among the private and public sectors.

This study represents our first step in this direction. 

Instead of merely pointing to the enormous chal-

lenges faced by the public and the private sectors in 

measuring the results of partnerships, we focus on 

how actors in existing partnerships have met specific 

challenges. The good practice examples we present 

in this study show that there are pragmatic solutions 

for overcoming the most common problems in results 

measurement. We hope the study will advance the dis-

cussion on how to prove and improve partnerships for 

inclusive and sustainable growth and thereby contrib-

ute to more effective public-private collaboration. 

Susanne Dorasil

Head of the Division Economic Policy

Financial Sector at the German Federal Ministry for  
Economic Cooperation and Development  
and Member of the P4P Coordinating Committee
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Learning to develop sustainably –  
faster

Effective results measurement in partnerships pro-

vides insights into how these partnerships work. 

Through measurement, we think harder about what 

we want to achieve and we identify difficulties and 

failures earlier. Through measurement, we under-

stand the effects of our choices, allowing us to adapt 

and experiment. Finally, through measurement, we 

can provide evidence of the factors driving success 

and share insights enabling us all to learn. Measure-

ment is essentially about improving performance, 

faster than would otherwise be possible. 

We encourage donors, governments, companies and 

civil society organisations (CSOs) alike to embrace a 

pragmatic and productive approach to measurement. 

We have all the tools. We just need to use them. 

Christina Tewes-Gradl,  

Marieke de Ruyter de Wildt,  

Claudia Knobloch,  

Johanna Huppert

Endeva, Berlin

In the next 30 years, we as a global community face 

the daunting challenge of enabling nine billion peo-

ple to live well without diminishing the Earth’s carry-

ing capacity. We need to learn, and we need to learn 

fast. Public-private development partnerships are 

one promising means of generating and implement-

ing new solutions for sustainable development. By 

bringing their capacities together, public and private 

partners reach individual and joint objectives more 

effectively and efficiently. After all, sustainable devel-

opment is a business as well as a political and social 

opportunity. 
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Executive summary
Results measurement is vital to improving the performance of partnerships.  

This publication therefore identifies 12 good practices for increasing the value of 

measurement and reducing its costs to public- and private-sector partners.

Improving performance

Public and private partners have a shared interest in 

proving and improving the results of development 

partnerships. Donors need to be accountable towards 

taxpayers and show that their contribution has made 

a difference (“additionality”). Companies maintain 

their operating licenses and cultivate good relations 

with governments and society by showing that their 

activities benefit communities and society. All parties 

want to learn how to make their involvement more 

effective. 

Measurement is therefore an integral part of partner-

ship management, not an add-on. In order to monitor 

and evaluate partnerships effectively, partners would 

be well advised to build measurement into their proj-

ects from the beginning, designing measurement sys-

tems strategically so as to provide information that 

tests key hypotheses and identifies areas for improve-

ment. This approach will ensure that investments in 

measurement pay off. It brings the costs of measuring 

indicators down by focusing on the necessary rather 

than on the nice-to-have. It increases benefits by en-

hancing performance on a continuous basis. 

12 good practices

Challenges have often hindered the productive use 

of results measurement. Based on a literature review, 

an expert workshop, 36 expert interviews and 13 new 

case studies, this study identifies 12 good practices 

that help partners meet the most commonly encoun-

tered challenges. Table 1 provides an overview of the 

challenges and 12 good practices. 

Partnerships that apply these good practices will ben-

efit throughout their lifecycle from having relevant, 

up-to-date data to guide strategic decisions. Partners 

will also find it easier to report on results and to limit 

administrative outlay related to the partnership. 

A public-private development partnership can be de-

fined as a contractual arrangement between actors 

from the public and private sectors who enter into a 

joint project to achieve development and commercial 

objectives, sharing costs and risks. Public actors can 

be donor governments and/or developing country 

governments. Companies can include large or small 

companies from either the developed or the develop-

ing world. Partnerships can also include other part-

ners such as business associations, chambers of com-

merce, civil society organisations, or universities and 

other research institutions.

The number of development partnerships has grown 

significantly over the last decade. The partnership ap-

proach has been fuelled by global trends, including 

economic globalisation, the increased attention paid 

by companies to low-income markets in developing 

countries, increased scrutiny of companies’ business 

practices, stagnating official development assistance 

(ODA), and increasingly collaborative forms of gover-

nance. Consequently, we can expect even greater use 

of partnerships in the future. 

|76
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Opportunities for fostering good practices in results 

measurement 

Governments from developed and developing coun-

tries, the private sector, as well as other partnership 

stakeholders (CSOs, universities, research centres, 

business associations, service providers) can each 

contribute to generating more and better measure-

ment. The challenges identified in this report point to 

a number of opportunities for stakeholders to invest 

in improving the support landscape:

centres of excellence can support partnership pro-

jects in implementing results measurement. They 

can provide partners with an authority to which to 

turn for advice and help when setting up their re-

sults-measurement systems. The centres could also 

be given a mandate to advance standardisation and 

joint learning, for instance by promoting a common 

approach and standard indicators, collecting and 

analysing results, and sharing insights. 

training can build the capacities of partnership 

managers in measuring results. Peer-learning fo-

rums offer partnership managers the opportunity 

to present their results measurement systems and 

receive feedback from others. 

Basic research can establish the links between inter-

mediate and ultimate outcomes, and thus reduce the 

burden of measurement on the individual partners. 

For example, companies and public actors work to-

gether to fortify staple foodstuffs with micronutri-

ents, because it has been established scientifically 

that fortification can alleviate malnutrition. Yet, 

many questions regarding how to achieve develop-

ment objectives remain unanswered. More research, 

and closer feedback loops between research and 

practice, can help to close these gaps. 

A shared database could collect evidence from 

partnership projects. It would also facilitate bench-

marking efforts and help project managers make 

informed decisions about what to measure. Stake-

holders should align their work in these areas so as 

to avoid a further proliferation of approaches, and 

work together towards creation of a broadly accept-

ed framework able to support the systematic aggre-

gation and comparison of data.

To improve partnership performance, better measure-

ment is the way forward.

c H a l l e n G e s G o o d  P r a c t i c e s

actors:  wHo measures

Partners have different perspectives develop a common understanding by drafting the  
results chain together

Partners end up with the lowest common denominator manage diverging objectives

Project managers lack results-measurement skills share responsibilities and involve measurement experts

Partners start from scratch with each project share insights across projects 

indicators:  wHat to measure

costs can be significant select a few manageable indicators 

measuring ultimate outcomes is complex recognise the importance of intermediate outcomes

overwhelming number of available indicators Use standard reporting indicators 

Unclear how to measure partnership itself reflect on partnership as an instrument 

Process:  How to measure

confusing array of tools and methods draw on established practices 

measurement perceived as a burden embed measurement from the start

Baseline often forgotten Use a baseline to design project

Projects change over time stay flexible

Table 1: challenges to measuring within partnerships, with corresponding good practices 7
P r o v i n g  a n d  i m P r o v i n g :  1 2  g o o d  P r a c t i c e s
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Partnerships are an attractive instrument for 
reaching development goals. Measurement 
enables partners to improve results. However, 
a number of challenges keep partners from 
systematically pursuing measurement. This 
report identifies 12 good practices that can 
help partners overcome the most pressing 
challenges. 
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Defining public-private  
development partnerships 

A public-private development partnership can be defined as a contractual arrange-

ment between actors from the public and private sectors who enter into a joint pro-

ject to achieve development and commercial objectives, sharing costs and risks.1 

1  the definition of public-private development partnership used here is based on 

that provided by: melina Heinrich (2013). donor Partnerships with Business for 

Private sector development: What can We Learn from experience? Working Paper, 

march 2013. London: dced.

a global trend

Development partnerships are clearly a continuing 

trend fuelled by major global developments: Donors 

have seen public official development assistance (ODA) 

budgets all but stagnate, while private foreign direct 

investment (FDI) into developing countries has soared 

over the past decade (see Figure 1). While most mem-

ber countries of the OECD Development Assistance 

Committee (DAC) remain committed to the goal of pro-

viding 0.7% of their national income as ODA, only five 

countries have achieved this goal to date. FDI, on the 

other hand, is increasing with economic globalisation: 

Investment in developing countries drives economic 

growth, which contributes to poverty alleviation. The 

private sector has thus become an increasingly impor-

tant actor with respect to the advancement of devel-

opment goals, and donors have consequently pursued 

mutually beneficial collaboration opportunities.

Governments from developed and developing coun-

tries alike enter partnerships with both domestic and 

foreign companies. Partnerships can include two or 

more partners. While this study focuses on partner-

ships between donors and companies, multi-stake-

holder partnerships can also involve governments 

of developing countries, business associations and 

chambers of commerce, and civil society organisa-

tions.

The number of development partnerships has grown 

significantly over the last decade. Most donors have 

established special programmes to involve the private 

sector. These programmes specify the objectives of the 

private-sector collaboration, describe specific modali-

ties and formats for achieving them, and provide fund-

ing. Challenge funds, for example, are a programme 

type often used to attract innovative proposals for 

projects, provide grant funding and deliver technical 

advice to companies.2 The Donor Committee for En-

terprise Development (DCED) provides an overview 

of almost all public-private partnership programmes 

currently offered by public donors. It lists 39 donor 

programmes and activities.3

2  challenge funds invite companies to apply for grants (usually matching grants) 

to tackle development issues. calls for proposals can be specific to a sector or 

issue. challenge funds thus incentivise innovation. 

3  www.enterprise-development.org/page/partnershipsdirectory

Figure 1: ODa and fDI in developing countries, 2002–2012 , 

in million us$ at current prices and exchange rates. 

sources: ODA: OECD DAC online database; FDI: UNCTAD online database (both accessed 

October 2013).
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It’s not just foreign companies who have invested 

more and more in developing countries. Local com-

panies have also seen significant aggregate growth, 

as governance and general business environments 

in many developing countries have improved, and as 

globalisation, driven by trade liberalisation and en-

hanced communication and transportation networks, 

has opened up new markets. Local and foreign com-

panies have thus increasingly been exposed to devel-

opment-related issues in their value chains; in many 

cases, these have included risks associated with pov-

erty such as security challenges related to rising crime 

rates, difficulties in finding skilled labour or an unreli-

ability of customer payments. At the same time, low-

income communities have been regarded as a new 

potential growth market for both selling and sourcing 

goods and services, and even the source of a potential 

“fortune at the base of the global economic pyramid”.4 

Within this environment, companies have had to tap 

or develop new skill sets in order to tackle the devel-

opment constraints standing in their core business’s 

way, while finding sources of funding and access to lo-

cal networks able to assist them as they start projects 

in poor communities. They have thus looked to donors 

and development actors for support.

At the same time, a more open, collaborative mode of 

governance has been adopted in many countries, as 

political issues have become too complex and inter-

nationally interconnected for national governments 

to solve alone. This new attitude has been repeated-

ly expressed in statements resulting from high-level 

political events. The UNDP report “Unleashing Entre-

preneurship” from 2004 asserts that “the private sec-

tor can alleviate poverty by contributing to economic 

growth, job creation and poor people’s incomes. It can 

4  c.K. Prahalad and stuart L. Hart (2002). the Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid. 

strategy + Business 26, 1st quarter.

also empower poor people by providing a broad range 

of products and services at lower prices”.5 In 2010, G20 

members recognised “the critical role of the private 

sector to create jobs and wealth”.6 At the Fourth High-

Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in Busan in 2011, 

governments, multilateral institutions and private-

sector representatives agreed that “the private sec-

tor is now widely acknowledged as a key partner in 

development”.7 The private sector has also been invit-

ed to contribute to the development of the sustainable 

development goals that will become active following 

the end of the Millennium Development Goals cam-

paign in 2015.

aligning public and private interests

Public-private development partnerships have been 

established as a way to realise the converging inter-

ests of donors and companies, and as a means of com-

bining complementary skills. Indeed, partnerships 

enable diverse actors to achieve their individual goals 

more effectively together. But they also entail costs 

and risks, as differing operating rationales and modes 

come together in one joint project. The benefits, costs, 

and risks associated with partnerships for each type 

of actor are summarised in Table 2. The costs and risks 

relate in particular to the reporting and administra-

tive requirements of development partnerships. The 

good practices in this guide can help to address these.

5  UndP (2004). Unleashing entrepreneurship. new York.

6  g20 (2010). the g20 seoul summit Leaders’ declaration november 11-12, 2010. 

7  global Partnership (2011). expanding and enhancing Public and Private co-

operation for Broad-based, inclusive and sustainable growth – a Joint statement 

for endorsement by representatives from the Public and Private sectors at the 

Fourth High Level Forum on aid effectiveness. Paris: oecd.

Table 2: Benefits, costs, and risks associated with development partnerships for companies and donors

For comPanies For donors

beneFits

•	access to technical support and complemen-
tary skills (e.g., community access, capacity-
building, awareness-raising)

•	access to local networks

•	contacts with new partners (e.g. csos, commu-
nity organisations)

•	Facilitation of dialogue with government

•	enhanced reputation and legitimacy

•	access to grant funding

•	access to specific know-how and capacities 
available within the private sector

•	sustainable and scalable results, as businesses 
continue working after end of donor support

•	Leverage private resources for development 
objectives

•	influence companies’ perception of their devel-
opment role

costs and  
risks

•	reporting and administrative burden, can cre-
ate delays

•	High visibility of failure

•	need to prove additionality of contribution

•	reputational risks (criticism for working with 
private sector)

11
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Reasons for measuring results in partnerships

Public and private partners have a shared interest in proving and improving the 

results of development partnerships. While they may not have the same priorities for 

what and how to measure, there is a significant overlap. 

Private-sector motivation

The private sector is also keen to show non-financial 

results. By demonstrating that their activities benefit 

communities and society, companies can maintain 

their right to operate in a given market. They can also 

show policymakers that an improved business envi-

ronment can lead to even greater social gains. Finally, 

companies want to assess benefits gained within their 

value chain, such as improvements in customer or 

supplier loyalty, enhanced skills and performance on 

the part of employees and suppliers, improvements in 

the quality of supplies, increases in market demand, 

and so on. In general, companies also need to under-

stand the “return on investment” associated with the 

partnership.9

Moreover, companies constantly seek ways to im-

prove their own performance. Measurement in busi-

ness is typically used to compare performance to ex-

pectations, and to help executives select appropriate 

adjustments if achievements fall short. Companies of-

ten pursue partnerships because they want to develop 

a new approach to business, which makes learning 

critically important. After all, companies are usually 

less interested in one-off projects than in activities 

that can be expanded and replicated; thus, they need 

to learn how project approaches actually work, and 

whether they can be improved.

In sum, both donors and companies have an interest 

in measurement so as to demonstrate and improve 

partnership performance. 

9  World Business council for sustainable development (WBcsd 2012). measuring 

socio-economic impact. a guide for business. Washington, d.c.

Public-sector motivation

Results measurement is critical for the public sector. 

Donors need to be accountable to taxpayers. They 

need to show that money spent has actually achieved 

positive outcomes, and that it has been instrumental 

in generating these outcomes (“additionality”). The 

need to demonstrate results is becoming more urgent 

as critics question the effectiveness of working with 

the private sector. After more than a decade of de-

velopment partnerships, hard data on these partner-

ships’ “return on investment” for the public sector in 

terms of development achievements remains scarce 

and unsystematic. Accountability in development 

partnerships is indispensable following the Paris Dec-

laration, the Accra Agenda for Action, and the com-

mon principles of the Busan Partnership for Effective 

Development Cooperation, all of which demand that 

donor activities show greater transparency, efficiency, 

effectiveness and coordination.8

In addition, donors are interested in improving the 

effectiveness of partnership as an instrument gener-

ally, as well as that of specific partnership approaches. 

What really works and what does not? What condi-

tions need to be in place to make partnership projects 

a success? How should partners be selected? How can 

partnerships best be set up, managed and closed? This 

kind of know-how requires systematic assessment 

and learning.

8  shannon Kindornay and Fraser reilly-King (2013). investing in the Business of 

development. ottowa: the north-south institute/ccic.
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Challenges to measuring results in partnerships

Although stakeholders in the public and private sectors share an  

interest in results measurement, both perceive doing so in partnerships  

as challenging.

Results measurement is often perceived as very 

resource-intensive. Indeed, some methods require 

significant time and funding. The confusing array 

of guidelines and information on results measure-

ment can also absorb considerable time, as project 

managers feel they need weeks or months of study 

before they can even begin to understand the land-

scape. Practitioners tend to feel overwhelmed by the 

terminology and technicality of the subject matter. 

Few receive training or know where to find effective 

support.

The differences in objectives, mutual lack of capaci-

ties and the multiplicity of guidelines and informa-

tion on results measurement result in 12 common 

challenges associated with results measurement. In 

the following three main chapters, we outline these 

challenges and present pragmatic solutions derived 

from existing partnerships. These examples provide 

inspiration for partnerships, illuminating issues 

such as who performs what task in results measure-

ment, what should be measured, and how to mea-

sure. 

Challenges in defining a joint approach to the mea-

surement of partnership results arise from differences 

in public- and private-sector partners’ objectives for 

results measurement. While donors and companies 

have a shared interest in demonstrating and improv-

ing the results of their partnerships, their interests 

diverge in terms of what and how to measure, and 

they have different expectations as to who should do 

what. Interests also differ with regard to the overarch-

ing goal, the focus in measurement, time horizons and 

communication preferences. Aligning these diverging 

interests and designing a measurement approach that 

works for all parties is critical to any effective partner-

ship. 

Partnerships are typically implemented under a fixed 

time frame – often three years – and with a fixed bud-

get. Hence, there is often a perception that time and 

money are too limited to allow for proper results mea-

surement. And project managers on both sides find it 

difficult to spend time on measurement. 

13
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Background 

DCM Shriram Consolidated Ltd. (DSCL) is an 

Indian agribusiness company selling farm 

inputs and sugar. The company owns four 

sugar mills in the Hardoi district of Uttar 

Pradesh with a total processing capacity of 

30,000 tonnes of sugarcane per day. 

The International Finance Corporation 

(IFC) financed two new DSCL factories in 

2006 and then signed an agreement with 

DSCL to provide farmer training advisory 

services starting in 2009. The project was 

designed to boost the yields of 2,000 par-

ticipating farmers supplying two DSCL 

mills. It aimed to increase productivity by 

25% within three years, thereby generat-

ing additional income for farmers while 

providing more sugarcane to the compa-

ny.

motivation for measuring results

DSCL had been conducting training pro-

grammes for many years, but their effect 

had been modest. The company was there-

fore interested in drawing on the IFC’s 

experience with innovative extension ap-

proaches. The company was also interest-

ed in tracking results through an external 

agency which could measure productivity 

increases and help build the business case 

for scale-up beyond the two initial mills.

The IFC has identified agriculture as a 

strategic priority and aims to strengthen 

the development impact of the private 

sector in the agricultural sector. It was 

therefore particularly interested in creat-

ing a showcase for the merits of rigorous 

evaluation while demonstrating the value 

of its advisory services to clients. 

actors

The IFC designed the research methodol-

ogy in consultation with DSCL. The design 

phase lasted about seven months, with 

DSCL and IFC forming a project steering 

committee once the project was initiated.

An external survey firm was hired by IFC 

to independently collect data from a sam-

ple of farmers providing sugarcane to the 

two sugar mills.

Indicators

Primarily focused on productivity issues, 

the evaluation was preceded by a demo-

graphic survey of the farmers participat-

ing in the project in order to establish a 

baseline for monitoring indicators. This 

survey looked at income and education 

levels, housing types, and assets such as 

livestock and finance resources. 

Indicators were then tracked on a regular 

basis. These indicators included the num-

ber of farmers receiving training, the num-

ber of participants reporting feedback 

on participation, the number of training 

modules, and the number of new products 

developed. Further indicators included 

sales revenues, the hectares of land sub-

c a s e  s t U d Y :  DscL and Ifc in India

Improving the productivity of sugar farmers on a  
broad scale through measurement

One motiva-

tion for DSCL 

to enter into 

this partner-

ship was that 

IFC would bring 

in a level of 

measurement 

systems and 

methodologies 

that would help 

DSCL to move 

its extension 

outreach to the 

next level.

sunil radhakrishna, 

DSCL

Much of the frustration related to results measurement in development partnerships 

can be traced to the abstract nature of both concepts, which easily leads to misunder-

standings or simply a lack of understanding. This study employs examples to illumi-

nate abstract concepts with actual project situations. The example of the partnership 

between IFC and DSCL in India illustrates the key messages of the report. It shows 

how results measurement can be applied strategically in such a way as to inform per-

formance improvements and assist in project replication.
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ject to new cultivation practices and the 

number of individuals trained by people 

and/or institutions that had previously 

received in-project training. To ascertain 

the project’s social impact, evaluators also 

monitored improvements in farmers’ pro-

ductivity and income levels.

Process

Results were measured through the use 

of a quasi-experimental design, which al-

lowed surveyors to control for “uncontrol-

lable exogenous factors” such as weather 

conditions that might otherwise corrupt 

a simple before-and-after evaluation. 

Among the group of 2,000 farmers, indi-

vidual farmers were selected to receive 

training (treatment group), while others 

were selected to receive no training (con-

trol group). Farmers of comparable socio-

economic status from each group were se-

lected for comparison. Since some villages 

had farmers from both groups, there were 

concerns that knowledge could spill over 

from the treatment to the control group, 

as farmers in one group could be expected 

to observe that certain practices were pro-

viding their peers with improved yields. 

Meticulous field-level monitoring helped 

manage this “contamination” effect by al-

lowing the IFC to understand where spill-

overs took place and account for them.

Crop-cutting surveys were used to mea-

sure changes in productivity. The IFC was 

aware that farmers’ self-assessment on 

yields is often prone to error. Researchers 

were therefore present in the field during 

harvest time, observing the cutting and 

weighing of two five-foot-square plots for 

each selected field and weighing/averag-

ing the results using a standard protocol. 

Benefits

By the end of the project’s first year, the 

trained farmers’ productivity had in-

creased by 23%, while productivity among 

those without training increased by only 

11%. In year two, the trained farmers’ pro-

ductivity increased 86%, compared to 19% 

among the control-group. Within these 

two years, trained farmers were able to in-

crease their net income per hectare by INR 

111,000 (approx. €1,300). 

Rigid measurement also helped DSCL 

quickly enhance the project’s design in 

midstream. The approach and content of 

the training sessions were customised on 

a continuous basis. DSCL began providing 

awards for farmers showing consistently 

good results.

DSCL was able to build a business case 

and roll out the training to its other sug-

arcane mills. Since the initial three-year 

target was achieved in two years, the 

project was scaled up in the third year to 

include 12,000 farmers. In June 2013, DSCL 

signed another three-year contract with 

IFC for a project including 60,000 farmers. 

This second project will go beyond the 

first in targeting the recovery of sugar 

from cane and cane seedlings in addition 

to yields.

The DSCL and IFC partnership project has 

drawn considerable attention within and 

outside of India, allowing other sugar 

mills to adopt its approach. It has been 

showcased at national and international 

sugar conventions, and was published as 

a case study in the Indian Sugar Associa-

tion’s trade journal.

sources:  

Interviews with  

Pratigya Mohan Kalra and 

Harsh Vivek (IFC) and with  

Sunil Radhakrishna (DSCL),  

www.dscl.com

The project 

is a good ex-

ample of quasi-

experimental 

approaches 

because the 

results of the 

evaluation 

were very 

closely linked 

to a useful busi-

ness decision 

both for IFC and 

DSCL – which 

is critical for a 

successful M&E 

activity.

Pratigya  

mohan Kalra, 

IFC India

DSCL provides sugar cane 
farmers with agronomic 
advice. 
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The study is agnostic with respect to which tools and 

indicators to use. Many interview partners stressed 

that discussions of the technical aspects of results 

measurement too often overshadow other issues such 

as expected benefits, the insights that can be gained, 

and the improvements that may be identified. To be 

sure, there is a wealth of available tools, methodolo-

gies, and indicators, and this study offers pointers to-

wards these. Yet these tools and frameworks do not 

address the main challenges facing practitioners in 

the public and private sectors: the lack of a common 

language, the lack of clarity with respect to possible 

benefits from measuring, the lack of capacity, and the 

lack of orientation when faced with a confusing ar-

ray of advice. This study aims to address these gaps. 

The good practices showcased here demonstrate how 

to use the available tools and frameworks in order to 

generate the greatest benefits for a project. 

Research methods 

This study takes a pragmatic approach. It starts with what already works.  

It identifies examples of partnerships that have used results measurement and have 

benefited from the resulting insights. From these experiences, the study draws recom-

mendations on how best to use results measurement to improve the performance of 

partnerships.

The research that informs this study draws on several 

sources:

A literature review was conducted at the beginning 

of the study and throughout the research to under-

stand the current state of discussion regarding key 

concepts.

An expert workshop with 25 representatives from 

the public and private sectors was conducted on 

December 6 and 7, 2012, in Berlin. Experts identified 

the key challenges related to results measurement 

in public-private collaboration and discussed poten-

tial solutions. The workshop was informed by nine 

interviews with experts regarding challenges and 

solutions in results measurement.

A database of 62 tools and frameworks currently 

used in the course of results measurement and the 

management of public-private development part-

nerships was compiled. The most relevant tools and 

frameworks are introduced in the following chap-

ters.

Interviews with 36 experts were conducted to docu-

ment concrete case examples and to help under-

stand what already works in terms of measuring the 

results of development partnerships. 

Thirteen case examples are documented in this 

study. These represent a variety of approaches, sec-

tors and regions, as the table shows. The guide makes 

extensive use of insights from these examples.
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Insights from these sources have been clustered around 

three core questions: “Who measures?” (actors), “What 

to measure?” (indicators), and “How to measure?” (pro-

cess). Through this analytical process, 12 good practices 

were identified that point towards a more productive 

and therefore more promising approach to measure-

ment.

This publication addresses the key parties in a devel-

opment partnership: governments of developed and 

developing countries, companies, civil society organi-

sations, universities, and researchers. The lack of a 

common language is often mentioned by these parties 

as a key challenge to setting up effective results-mea-

surement systems. Most publications, tools, frame-

works, and indicators are targeted either to the public 

or to the private sector. By contrast, this publication 

speaks to all partners in equal measure. In this way, it 

contributes to creating a shared understanding and a 

common language. 

P a r t n e r s  P u r P O s e c O u n t r y s e c t O r
c a s e  s t u D y 
O n  P a G e

DscL and Ifc enhance productivity of sugarcane 
farmers

india agriculture 14

GaIn, WfP and companies enhance nutrition through  
integrated interventions

Bangladesh,  
indonesia

nutrition 43

heineken n.v., eucOrD and 
the Dutch Government

source from smallholder rice  
farmers

drc agriculture 37

heri madagascar and  
Dutch PsI programme

Provide electricity to villages madagascar energy 53

Katalyst Provide enhanced seeds to  
smallholder farmers

Bangladesh agriculture 39

merck KGaa, German 
Development cooperation 
Programme “DeveloPPP.de" 
and GIZ

improve chemical waste  
management in south-east asia

indonesia,  
Philippines,  
thailand

chemicals 27

mueller B.v., LeI Wageningen 
ur and snv

Build a local dairy cold chain ethiopia agriculture 29

rainforest alliance, uneP, 
Gef and companies

establish sustainable agricultural 
practices in the cocoa value chain

ghana,  
cote d’ivoire

agriculture 51

safaricom Limited and DfID develop a system of mobile  
payments (m-Pesa)

Kenya ict 55

salauno and IDB scale-up eye clinics mexico Health 41

scania aB, unIDO and sida train truck mechanics iraq automotive  
industry

31

the sustainable trade  
Initiative (IDh) 

Promote the production and  
market uptake of responsible soy 

Brazil, argentina, 
Paraguay, other 
Latin american 
countries

agriculture 25

Wing (cambodia) Ltd.,  
Department of foreign  
affairs and trade–australian 
aid

Provide mobile-money services cambodia ict 49

Table 3: case examples
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actors: Who measures

In addition to the project partners, measurement 

often requires the involvement of third parties who 

bring measurement expertise, a neutral perspective, 

and/or additional human resources to the process. 

Scholars or independent measurement experts are 

often called upon to help set up a measurement sys-

tem and provide independent evaluation services. 

Students may assist with the baseline study. Local 

implementation partners and communities can also 

be involved in ongoing monitoring processes. 

Indicators: What to measure

Asking what to measure when tracking results means 

asking which indicators to use. This involves defining 

certain observable facts. However, results are some-

times not directly tangible and must instead be mea-

sured indirectly, that is, by proxy.10 A reduced burden 

of malaria could, for example, be measured by a de-

cline in the number of diagnosed cases of malaria. 

Indicators can be qualitative or quantitative, objec-

tive or subjective.11 Whereas quantitative and objec-

tive indicators are directly measurable (e.g., “How 

many training sessions were provided?”), qualitative 

and objective indicators are based on objectively veri-

fiable responses (e.g., “Did communities participate in 

the design of the intervention?”). Finally, qualitative 

and subjective indicators relate to perceptions and 

opinions (e.g., “Do communities feel well represented 

in the design of the intervention?”). 

Indicators are used not only to measure what has 

been achieved, but also to understand how results are 

being achieved. To this end, resources and activities 

need to be linked with expected achievements via a 

results chain, or theory of change. However, because 

activities are also affected by outside factors that can 

change over time, it is very difficult to ascertain how 

10  claudio m. radaelli and anne c.m. meuwese (2002). impact assessment indica-

tors – measuring the Quality of impact assessment. exeter: centre for european 

governance, department of Politics, University of exeter. 

11  mohammad muaz Jalil (2013). a Practical guideline for conducting research – 

outlining good research Practice. London: dced.

a specific activity contributes to an ultimate outcome. 

In effect, project managers must grapple with moving 

targets throughout the duration of a process.

Results can be classified according to the level of the 

results chain; that is, according to how directly a re-

sult is linked to an activity. Many donors, as well as 

business associations such as the WBCSD, distinguish 

between inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes, and im-

pacts. For such organisations, outputs such as volumes 

sold or training sessions provided result from the ac-

tivity in question. Outcomes are the changes observed 

in the lives of the target population and partners and 

can involve people adopting certain behaviours, ob-

taining certain opportunities, or having access to cer-

tain products and services. Impacts, by contrast, refer 

to the ultimately desired changes in the target popu-

lation’s lives, such as educational attainments, health 

status or income levels. These are observable mostly 

in the long term.12 

This terminology can be confusing for companies, 

who frequently equate impact with any kind of result. 

Indeed, impacts are generally understood as the caus-

al effects of an activity or, seen from another perspec-

tive, the changes attributable to an activity. Hence, 

a more intuitive distinction might be made between 

outputs (as the direct results of activities) and out-

comes (immediate, intermediate, and ultimate).

Donors typically depict the results chain and related 

targets in a logical framework, or so-called LogFrame. 

Companies, on the other hand, rarely distinguish be-

tween different levels of results. Rather, they typically 

focus on a few “key performance indicators” (KPIs) to 

manage projects. KPIs can be monitored on any level 

of the results chain and typically focus on commercial 

aspects of the project such as revenues or the number 

of customers. They are “key” because they are used to 

steer the project and to inform decisions. 

12  WBcsd (2013). measuring socio-economic impact – a guide for Business.

e x c U r s U s

Results measurement 101

Measurement can seem daunting, in part because, as a discipline, it employs specific 

terms that appear complex. But understanding the basics of results measurement 

requires grasping only a few key concepts.
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Process: how to measure

Results can be assessed before (ex ante), during, and 

after (ex post) project implementation. An ex ante 

assessment is used to decide whether the return on 

investment will make the project worthwhile. An ex-

post assessment, is used to verify whether expected 

results have actually been achieved. Measurement 

during project implementation helps steer the pro-

gramme while it is still under way.

A baseline study documents the situation before the 

beginning of the intervention. It is useful for under-

standing a project’s results.

Monitoring tracks the key elements of a programme’s 

performance and results on a regular, ongoing basis. 

Monitoring is a crucial element in project implemen-

tation and is typically carried out by the partners 

themselves. It focuses on activities, outputs, and out-

comes, immediate and intermediate alike. 

Evaluation is an episodic assessment of the changes 

that can be attributed to a project. Evaluations require 

measurement activities that reach beyond the daily 

project routine. They are therefore usually conducted 

only every few years, either as mid-term or post-hoc 

evaluations. However, recent experiences from mar-

ket-development programmes show that evaluation 

can also be embedded in a project as a continuous ele-

ment. Evaluations typically focus on the later steps in 

the results chain, and examine in particular the links 

between intermediate and ultimate outcomes. Finally, 

evaluations are often conducted by service providers 

or academics to ensure neutrality.

Figure 2: results chain with different level s of outcomes (generic example)

Impact, outcome, result, or effect – which is it? 

much of the confusion over language in results measure-
ment derives from the fact that people use the same 
words and mean different things, or use different words 
and mean the same thing, without being aware of it. the 
terms impact and outcome are defined differently by 
specific groups. When definitions collide, meaning must 
be negotiated and a specific definition agreed upon. in this 
publication, we use “results” as the least contentious of 
terms when referring to all types of impacts, outcomes, and 
effects associated with a partnership.

source: Adapted from John Mayne (1999). Addressing Attribution Through Contribution Analysis: Using Performance Measures Sensibly. Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation 16(1): 9

a c t i v i t y  1 a c t i v i t y  2 a c t i v i t y  k

u n d e r  
c o n t r o l  o u t P u t  1  o u t P u t  2  o u t P u t  3  o u t P u t  n

i m m e d i at e 
o u t c o m e  1

o u t s i d e 
Fa c t o r s

i m m e d i at e 
o u t c o m e  2

i m m e d i at e 
o u t c o m e  3

i m m e d i at e 
o u t c o m e  n

i n t e r m e d i at e 
o u t c o m e  1

o u t s i d e 
Fa c t o r s

i n t e r m e d i at e 
o u t c o m e  2

i n t e r m e d i at e 
o u t c o m e  3

u lt i m at e  
o u t c o m e  1

u lt i m at e  
o u t c o m e  2

o u t s i d e 
Fa c t o r s

The activities undertaken by 
the programme personnel

The results from programme 
activities

Usually the behavioural chang-
es in those directly affected by 
the programme

Often the shorter-term success 
criteria

The ultimate programme 
objective
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actors: 
Who 

measures 
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In addition to the partners themselves,  
partnership projects often involve other  
actors specifically for the purpose of results 
measurement. These include experts from 
academia or outside service providers, but  
local communities may also participate. 

All these players have unique skills and  
motivations. These need to be reflected in  
the design of the measurement system. 
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Challenges in measuring together

The partners involved in a project have to find a common way to measure, even 

though interests may differ substantially. This may lead them to a shallow compro-

mise. Partners may lack the skills to set up results measurement properly, and may 

not have access to data from previous projects.

Partners end up with the lowest common denominator

Partners frequently end up settling for the lowest 

common denominator in their agreements because 

they are unable or unwilling to split responsibilities. 

There are often no clear guidelines as to who should 

measure what. Partners feel responsible for tracking 

only those indicators relevant to their own processes 

or individual reporting needs. In many cases, responsi-

bility for analysis of the data and the management of 

results also remains undefined. 

Project managers lack results-measurement skills

Many project managers, both in the public and the pri-

vate sector, lack the skills to set up proper measure-

ment processes. Moreover, the organisations involved 

in partnerships often lack internal experts who under-

stand the special requirements of measuring results in 

partnerships. This is especially true at the local level. 

Bringing in consultants or monitoring and evaluation 

(M&E) experts from abroad drives project costs up.

Partners start from scratch with each project

Partners typically do not systematically share the re-

sults and insights accrued within partnership projects 

with other players. As a consequence, partners cannot 

learn from each other, a task that would help identify 

what works in partnership management and which 

project approaches may be most promising. Rather, 

they have to learn everything the hard way, by trying 

it out themselves.

Partners have different perspectives

Partnerships often start from quite different perspec-

tives with respect to what and how to measure. Com-

panies are used to measuring on the basis of indica-

tors that offer only insight into business performance. 

Typically, they pay less attention to exploring the wid-

er ramifications of their activities, such as changes in 

household or community health, income or education 

levels, or changes in local gender balance. In general, 

companies are not expressly concerned with under-

standing the counterfactual, or what would have hap-

pened had they pursued a different course of action. 

However, this kind of information is exactly what do-

nors are after, since they are working to achieve devel-

opment impact, need to prove their additionality in 

the partnership, and must be accountable for spend-

ing taxpayers’ money. Company partners may not see 

the business case for taking up complicated measure-

ments, as understanding these broader effects is usu-

ally costly and time-intensive, and hence outside the 

scope of private partners’ operations. 

See toolbox on integrating 

intereStS of all partnerS, 

page 24
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The process of agreeing on a joint measure-

ment approach can be challenging,  

yet often helps to strengthen partners’ 

alignment around shared objectives. 

sonja Patscheke, FSG 

ChallengeS good praCtiCeS

Partners have different perspectives
1  Develop a common understanding by 

drafting the results chain together

Partners end up with the lowest 
common denominator

2  Manage diverging objectives

Project managers lack  
results-measurement skills

3  Share responsibilities and involve 
measurement experts 

Partners start from scratch  
with each project

4 Share insights across projects
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Good practice 1: 
Develop a common understanding by  
drafting the results chain together 

speaking the same language

Partners would be well advised to agree on 

a results chain for their project from the 

earliest stages of partnership design. When 

partners discuss and agree on the results 

chain describing their joint project, it helps 

them develop a common understanding. 

They share their respective views about 

what resources should go into the project, 

what activities should take place, what the 

objectives are and how they believe these 

will be achieved. In the process, they de-

velop a common vocabulary for the proj-

ect. In the case of the Standard for Respon-

sible Soy Production, partners had to agree 

on current sustainability issues and how 

those could be addressed.

The results chain, or related concepts such 

as logical framework or theory of change, 

describes how the objective of the part-

nership can be achieved based on certain 

activities and inputs on the part of part-

ners and others. In outlining the approach 

at this level of specificity, partners agree 

as to what the project should deliver and 

how these deliverables may change the 

social situation and eventually improve 

peoples’ well-being. This chain of events 

is linked by certain hypotheses about how 

one step leads to the next. 

start by agreeing 
on the project logic, 
and by identifying 
milestones and key 
hypotheses. this 
will be the basis for 
project and measure-
ment design, and will 
help identify different 
views and diverging 
objectives.

k e y  m e s s a G e The basis for designing a measurement approach, and indeed for 

designing a partnership itself, is a shared understanding of how 

the objective can be achieved with the resources available. This 

project logic can best be spelt out in the form of a results chain. 

a results chain spells out how a project is supposed to work. 
it logically describes how the resources and activities that go 
into a partnership are expected to result in outcomes. 

donors typically capture the logic of a project in a logical 
framework (LogFrame) or results chain. 

a Logframe describes the logic of the project, dissected into 
inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts. the differ-
ent levels of the results chain are usually written next to each 
other, often in standardised forms with columns, in a rather 
linear way. 

,II  NORAD (1999). the logical Framework approach (lFa) – Handbook for objec-

tives oriented Planning.

a results chain is similar to a LogFrame. in addition to defining 
the various results, however, it articulates the causal links 
between them as more or less robust hypotheses (or assump-
tions). the results chain is also usually less formalised than a 
LogFrame, and hence allows for more complex descriptions of 
interdependencies between various elements of the chain. 

,II  DCED (2013). Guidelines to the dced standard for results measurement: 

articulating the results chain.

impact investors and csos frequently talk about a theory of 
change or impact pathway. these terms refer to essentially 
the same concept as the results chain. companies usually talk 
about “making the case” or “defining the business case” when 
they explain why and how resources invested are likely to at-
tain certain objectives, while seeking to ascertain whether the 
project will “pay off” or provide a “return on investment”. even 
though this language sounds very commercial, companies are 
used to factoring non-financial results into a project as drivers 
for or risks to growth. 

Partners typically draw on existing research to come up with 
a project idea and to find inspiration and empirical evidence 
enabling description of the results chain. some publications 
provide generic frameworks that help partners think through 
potential results. “towards triple impact”, for example, brings 
together various dimensions of sustainability – the life cycle, the 
stakeholder ecosystem, and the triple bottom line. ted London’s 
BoP impact assessment Framework identifies typical dimen-
sions of change with regard to projects in poor communities.

,II  UNEP (2010). towards triple impact – toolbox for analysing sustainable 

ventures in developing countries. 

,II  Ted London (2009). making better investments at the base of the Pyramid. 

Harvard business review.

Integrating interests of all partners

t o o l b o x

See figure 2, p. 19
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measuring and learning

The results chain is a basis for proving 

that a project has been successful, since 

it spells out in detail what success would 

mean for the project. Being clear about ex-

pected results helps to define indicators 

by which they can later be measured. Un-

derstanding the robustness of the individ-

ual hypotheses that link the various levels 

of the results chain will allow partners to 

focus on the less well-established links 

during measurement. 

The results chain is thus also a tool for 

improving the project. As the hypotheses 

are tested, the mechanics of the project 

can be fine-tuned over time. Hypotheses 

can be adjusted and revised. Only by un-

derstanding what is not working well and 

NGOs and  

companies 

agreed on  

indicators right 

at the  

beginning, 

since it is easier 

to achieve  

alignment 

before project 

work starts.

Jan Gilhuis,

IDH 

by making appropriate changes can per-

formance be enhanced. By providing flex-

ibility, a learning agenda implies that the 

project implementation plan allows for 

adjustments through trial-and-error. Thus, 

the results chain can be updated both dur-

ing and after the project to reflect new in-

sights. 

Besides the intended effects, the results 

chain can also point to potential unin-

tended effects, both positive and negative. 

In this way, partners will be able to keep 

track of and learn more about the side ef-

fects of the project. In addition, coming 

to mutual agreement on a results chain 

increases commitment to the project from 

both sides.

Under the auspices of the round table on responsible soy 
(rtrs), a broad set of actors have come together since 2005 to 
set standards for responsible soy production. members of the 
rtrs include soy producers, traders, processors, companies 
such as Unilever and cargill, financial firms such as rabobank, 
and other organisations including the World Wildlife Fund 
(WWF) and the Product Board for margarine, Fats and oils. 

rtrs receives support from the sustainable trade initiative 
(idH), which is funded by the dutch ministry of Foreign affairs 
and other donors. the idH brings together market players to 
promote demand and provides co-funding for producer sup-
port along supply chains in Latin america in order to create the 
necessary supply of (certified) responsible soy.

standards for responsible soy were finalised in 2010 and have 
been implemented by soy producers since 2011. these include 
rules regarding companies’ interaction with workers and 
communities as well as their environmental sustainability 
and agricultural practices. on the market since 2011, rtrs-
certified soy benefits farmers by promoting compliance with 

good agricultural practices, establishing legal compliance 
standards, fostering improved internal control mechanisms 
and potentially strengthening their access to financial services 
and markets. mainstreaming rtrs compliance also supports 
government efforts in Latin america in halting deforestation.

the idH succeeded in bringing all dutch-based stakeholders 
in the supply chain – from the feed and oil industries to dairy, 
meat and poultry to retail – to agree to a target of 100% re-
sponsible soy processing by 2015. the agreement also aims at 
increasing responsible imports over the next three years and 
institutionalising responsible soy in procurement and produc-
tion requirements within the sector. milestones involving m&e 
were also set for these targets. Private participants defined the 
indicators for the project in cooperation with csos from the 
beginning. the participating csos and companies were open 
to changing, when necessary, the measurement strategy along 
the way. the idH and the soy sector established a foundation 
to fund the supply chain transition and co-fund m&e activities. 
all rtrs members contribute funds. 

sources: Interview with Jan Gilhuis, www.idhsustainabletrade.com/soy

Integrating partners’ interests around sustainable soy 

Farmers in Argentina receiving advice on good agricultural practices.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  the sustainable trade Initiative (IDh) in Latin america

Farmers in Tapurah, Brazil rotate field use from soy crops  
to cattle grazing.
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Good practice 2: 
Manage diverging objectives

cilitates a structured dialogue, establishes 

and tracks clear timelines and responsibil-

ities, and increases internal and external 

accountability. 

However, disagreements, differences in 

organisational culture, and diverging ap-

proaches can also be present in the mea-

surement process itself. In the case study 

provided, Merck KGaA was at first reluc-

tant to share contact information and data 

about their customers in the Philippines 

because it considered this data confiden-

tial. Yet this data was needed to imple-

ment a baseline study. The company was 

also hesitant to allocate project resources 

for results measurement in the beginning.

Among the most common challenges in 

managing partnerships are partners’ fail-

ure to make the partnership a priority, 

the inability to resolve disagreements, 

and the wide divergence of partners’ ap-

proaches. Differences in organisational 

culture and in expectations regarding out-

comes or time frames are also common ar-

eas of conflict and frustration. These inter-

nal challenges are amplified by external 

pressures, including scepticism from key 

stakeholders, the unwillingness of others 

to participate in the partnership, or a gen-

erally hostile environment.13 Measuring 

can help address all these challenges. It fa-

13  the Partnering initiative (2010). Partnering: an introduction. 

iBLF: London.

take note of diverging 
interests and agree 
on how to deal with 
them.

k e y  m e s s a G e When measuring results, partners face challenges similar to those 

associated with management of the partnership in general.

drawing on the diverging interests typically found between public and private partners, the checklist below can be used to talk 
through and identify potential areas of conflict and to find solutions.

Identifying areas of conflict

t o o l b o x

C H A P T E R  2 :  a c t O r s :  W h O  m e a s u r e s

w
H

o
area Of cOnfLIct PuBLIc-sectOr fOcus PrIvate-sectOr fOcus POtentIaL sOLutIOn

Overarching goal •	 development objectives
•	 alleviate poverty, improve access to 

basic goods and services, enhance 
incomes, promote gender empower-
ment and environmental resource 
conservation 

•	 Business success
•	 skilled and reliable workforce, strength-

ened supply chains, increased sales, new 
markets, good government relations, 
obtaining license to operate, creating a 
sustainable resource base

•	 accept different goals, use results 
chain to determine if they can be 
achieved jointly

measurement 
focus

•	 social impact
•	 changes in social well-being and the 

environment

•	 Performance
•	 changes in business performance (e.g., 

sales, sick days, error rates, supply 
quality) 

•	 share responsibilities for measure-
ment based on interest

time •	 Project focus
•	 donors work with a project logic, and 

with a set timeframe

•	 Business focus
•	 companies implement projects to 

achieve enduring performance gains

•	 design results measurement in a way 
that can be continued (partially) 

•	 Understand difference between 
(ongoing) monitoring and (one-time) 
evaluation

communication •	 transparency
•	 make results available to the public

•	 confidentiality
•	 share only indicators of success

•	 agree on rules for communication 
of results

•	 define ways to publish data

resources •	 Learn
•	 invest in understanding the project 

and how it functions, and in proving 
outcomes 

•	 Learn
•	 embed measurement in business 

processes

•	 define who pays for which part of 
management, and which resources 
will be allocated to measurement 
in total

Table 4: typical areas of conflict between public and private partners and potential solutions
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understanding is half the solution

Identifying diverging interests is a first 

step to managing them. Agreeing on a re-

sults chain will typically reveal different 

perspectives and priorities. Partners can 

assume that interests will be different. 

Accepting this as a starting point creates 

an open environment for dialogue. Exam-

ining the classic areas of divergence can 

also help to reveal and address potential 

sources of conflict early in the process.

Once on the table, differing interests can 

be negotiated and reflected in the mea-

surement approach. For example, respon-

sibilities for measurement can be shared 

according to each partner’s specific inter-

est. In the case study, Merck and GIZ had 

initial difficulties discussing their inter-

The communi-
cation with GIZ 

was quite open, 
despite our dif-

ferent interests. 
Whereas Merck 
focuses mainly 

on customers, the 
GIZ has broader 

interests, like in-
fluencing policy-

making. We were 
able to reach a 

compromise.

horst hofferberth, 

Merck KGaA

ests openly and agreeing on appropriate 

measurable indicators. This was solved 

by using an “umbrella concept design”, 

which allowed each partner to define key 

performance indicators linked both to 

development and business-oriented inter-

ests, while sharing measurement tasks. 

Identifying and managing diverging inter-

ests at the beginning of a project will help 

give all partners the confidence that their 

own needs will be reflected in the mea-

surement process.

the deutsche gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit 
(giZ) gmbH, on behalf of the BmZ, teamed up in 2009 with the 
pharmaceutical, chemical and life science company merck 
group to improve the management of chemical waste in 
indonesia, the Philippines, and thailand. the project aimed to 
enable both users of chemicals and small and medium enter-
prises involved in the disposal of chemical waste to implement 
environmentally sound waste management processes. the 
project provided training for more than 9,000 individuals. in 
addition, 230 tonnes of laboratory waste were processed in 
“showcase projects” with technical support and guidance of-
fered by giZ and merck experts. 

in the beginning, partners’ expectations regarding the project 
and its measurement differed substantially. there were dif-
ficulties in shifting the dialogue focus away from activities 
and towards targeted results, in part because merck thought 
that the public partner, giZ, could not appreciate its business 
interests. merck expected giZ to focus exclusively on influenc-
ing policy and regulations. there were also differing interests 
among merck’s subsidiaries in the three implementation 
countries, each of which invested resources and had a voice in 
project preparation. 

meetings and an appraisal mission in each implementation 
country allowed the partners to better understand each other 
and to speak transparently about their own interests in the 
project. For its part, merck recognised an essential criterion 
for partnerships with giZ: the business case is necessary, legiti-
mate, and ensures sustainability. once this was clear, an open 
dialogue was possible. 

giZ and merck developed an umbrella concept for results 
measurement. Following this concept, each giZ-merck country 
team was given the opportunity to define their own objectives 
and indicators. the language of the partnership was adapted 
to that of the private partner with a focus on KPis rather than 
target indicators and results chains. 

diverging interests needed to be continually managed and ne-
gotiated throughout the duration of implementation. Whereas 
giZ pushed for the definition of measurable indicators, merck 
found it difficult and time-consuming to quantify soft factors 
such as customer loyalty or greater trademark protection. 

discussions about defining indicators and the need for mea-
surement triggered learning processes among both partners. 
giZ recognized that it is worth investing extra effort in open 
and transparent dialogue to ensure partners that their com-
mercial objectives are fully legitimate and avoid hidden agen-
das. merck recognised that it needs measurable indicators of 
business benefits like increased sales or more customers, even 
for projects that involve activities beyond the core business. 
this helps ensure stability in commitment and resources, even 
in hard times. 

sources: Interviews with Romina Laumann (GIZ) and with 

Horst Hofferberth (Merck KGaA), GIZ Status Report November 2012

Open communication to align interests around waste management

Merck customers like these in the Philippines receive  
hands-on-training in chemical management

c a s e  s t U d Y :  merck KGaa and German Development cooperation in south-east asia
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Good practice 3: 
Share responsibilities and involve  
measurement experts

In order to understand a project’s ultimate 

outcomes, donors typically conduct evalu-

ations after two or three years. These eval-

uations focus on the higher levels of the 

results chain, in the form of intermedi-

ate and ultimate outcomes. Donors often 

have the in skills to design and implement 

these evaluations in-house, or alterna-

tively seek the help of experts. The cost of 

these more expensive assessments is typi-

cally either an explicit part of the overall 

project budget, or covered by the donors 

from their own M&E budgets.

academics and experts

Donors often contract with academics or 

experts to conduct project evaluations. 

While donors increasingly see the need 

to build the capacities for results mea-

surement within their own staff, exter-

nal experts with a neutral perspective 

company role

The company typically implements the 

business processes related to the partner-

ship. In Ethiopia, for example, Mueller de-

velops cooling units, sells them to dairy 

companies, and provides training and ser-

vice. Companies are in a good position to 

monitor inputs on a monthly basis. Track-

ing costs, revenues, and certain key per-

formance indicators (KPIs) such as litres 

of milk collected or milk quality are part 

and parcel of any business undertaking. 

Donor role

Donors often complement company ac-

tivities by providing more specifically 

development-related activities, such as 

awareness-raising or capacity-building. 

Often contracting with a local CSO, do-

nors usually have their own systems in 

place to track these activities. 

assign responsibilities 
for measuring various 
indicators at certain 
points in time based 
on participant capaci-
ties. Bring in experts 
for support when 
needed.

k e y  m e s s a G e By sharing tasks, partners can contribute their specific skills and 

interests to the measurement process. Additional actors, including 

experts and local communities, can be involved for specific tasks.

once the results chain has been agreed upon and indicators 
have been defined for measurement, partners define who 
measures what when. this results-measurement workplan can 
be developed directly from the results chain. With the help of 
this project description, partners can clearly see who can best 
measure which indicator are part of their existing processes, 
and where additional measurement efforts are needed. on this 
basis, partners can also decide where the assistance of experts 
or local communities is required. in defining the timelines for 
the measurement work plan, partners can also take reporting 
cycles and other relevant management processes into account. 

the work plan for the results measurement is aligned with, 
but usually separate from the project work plan. it details by 
indicator:
•	 the types of measurement to be employed (baseline, moni-

toring and evaluation) and when they are to be implemented;
•	 the actors involved in measurement and who measures what 

when;
•	 the time and resources that will be needed to complete 

measurement;
•	which measured level will be deemed “red” – or at what point 

immediate action is required. 

Transforming the results chain into a work plan

t o o l b o x

C H A P T E R  2 :  a c t O r s :  W h O  m e a s u r e s

w
H

o

InDIcatOr metrIc resPOnsIBLe BaseLIne frequency cOst reD fLaG

milk quality total bacteria 
count

milk-collection 
business

Yes (by students) daily cost of testing 
equipment

Bacteria count 
exceeds a certain 
number

See  
good praCtiCe on embedding 
measurement from the Start, p. 50

Table 5: example work plan for one indicator 
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can identify issues that may have previ-

ously escaped the partners’ notice and 

thus render evaluations more credible. 

Academics and experts also play an im-

portant role in propagating learning and 

know-how about results measurement by 

working with a broad range of partners 

and projects. They can help design mea-

surement systems and facilitate the devel-

opment of results chains. They can trans-

fer insights from one project to the next. 

In the agri-economics case example, the 

experts from Wageningen University not 

only designed the results-measurement 

system for the milk cooling project, but 

also collected data on the partnership’s 

functioning, since they were able to study 

it from an outsider’s perspective. 

You need a 

good relation-

ship with local 

actors. Trust 

and commit-

ment on both 

sides is es-

sential for the 

collection of 

reliable data.

Lucas Judge, LEI Wa-

geningen UR

Local communities

As target groups, local communities are 

often seen as beneficiaries and hence as 

no more than passive participants in mea-

surement processes. But they may also 

be involved as active contributors. First, 

how the results chain is articulated de-

pends on their views about what positive 

change entails. The WBCSD Measuring Im-

pact Framework presents a methodology 

for stakeholder involvement in defining 

the type and relative weight of indica-

tors used.14 Second, local communities can 

be involved in data collection through 

self-reporting. In the Mueller project, for 

example, the local milk collector gathers 

data about milk quantity and quality ev-

ery day, and reports that to Mueller. Being 

involved in measurement increases local 

actors’ sense of ownership in the project, 

as well as their visibility to partners.

14 WBcsd (2011). measuring impact Framework. Washington, d.c.

Under the coordination of dutch inclusive-business incubator 
BoP inc., dutch cooling systems company mueller B.v. is work-
ing with Lei, the agricultural economics institute of Wagenin-
gen University, dutch development agency snv and a local 
ethiopian entrepreneur to develop a cooling unit for small-
scale dairy farmers. cooling enables producers to preserve the 
quality of their fresh dairy products during storage and trans-
port, allowing them to sell to higher-value market segments 
such as local processors or retailers in urban areas. 

the Lei experts were responsible for the design of the results-
measurement system. together with the other partners, Lei 
defined four different dimensions of monitoring in line with 
the project’s objectives: 1) partnership, 2) co-creation and co-
innovation, 3) milk quality, and 4) producers’ well-being. mea-
surement tasks were divided between the partners according 
to skill sets, and external resources were drawn in to make the 
measurement process more efficient. 

Lei took responsibility for measuring the first two dimensions. 
Partners were asked questions relating to their relationship 
with other partners, their contribution to the project, the contri-
bution of others, the relative importance of partners, and so on. 

Lei students were recruited to undertake the baseline study in 
ethiopia with a focus on milk quality. students took samples 
at the test locations and at all stages of the supply chain. milk 
was tested for total bacteria count and temperature at each 
step of the chain, in the case of both of evening and morning 
milk. students additionally took samples in other regions in an 
attempt to establish control groups. they also interviewed the 
local population on how much milk was produced and sold, 
to whom the milk was sold, what percentage of household 
income came from dairy production, and what investments 
were yet to be made. 

the owner of a local milk-collection and processing busi-
ness has been hired to monitor milk quality on an ongoing 
basis. she samples the milk at collection points.

the fourth dimension will look at what differences the project 
makes in farmers’ lives. a local consultant will conduct in-
depth interviews with a small number of farmers.         

By sharing responsibilities and bringing other actors in to as-
sist, the process is effective and efficient. information is gath-
ered where it is most easily available, and by those best able 
to gather it. data for all dimensions is ultimately collected by 
Lei. the institute also ensures that insights developed inform 
other innovation projects.

sources: Interviews with Lucas Judge and Olga van der Valk (LEI), 

www.bopinc.org/en/projects-initiatives/cross-cutting-themes/small-scale-storage 

Dividing responsibilities by skill in the milk cold chain 

The cooling stations help small milk farmers in selling high-quality milk.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  mueller B.v., LeI Wageningen ur and snv in ethiopia
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Good practice 4: 
Share insights across projects

sharing data

Partners can save costs and reduce mea-

surement burdens for others when they 

share and use existing data. In the case of 

Wing (Cambodia) Ltd., for example, the En-

terprise Challenge Fund built on the IFC’s 

assessment in making its own funding de-

cision. 

To date, there is no system in place for 

sharing measurement data. As a result, op-

portunities for building on existing data 

often go unrecognised. In addition, re-

peated assessments can overburden local 

project partners and beneficiaries. Some 

smallholder cooperatives in developing 

countries receive donor representatives 

on a weekly basis. They spend significant 

amounts of time organising field visits, in-

terviews, and focus groups. Sharing data 

in a more systematic manner can reduce 

efforts on all sides and increase the capac-

ity to learn from each project. 

Invest in learning from others

When setting up a new project, time al-

located to learning from others is well in-

vested. Partners can learn about success 

factors and stumbling blocks in both pro-

ject implementation and the measurement 

process. Many partnerships document 

their experiences (or are documented by 

others) in case studies or other publica-

tions. Researchers also conduct analyses 

within and across projects, publishing 

their findings, often in academic litera-

ture. Investing time in a literature review 

can therefore really pay off. Conversations 

with peers can be fruitful in obtaining ac-

cess to hands-on experience and learning 

about useful take-aways. Project managers 

are usually quite open to sharing their ex-

perience when they are contacted directly.

access insights from 
previous projects and 
actively share insights 
with others.

k e y  m e s s a G e Learning takes place not only within a development partnership 

but, even more importantly, across partnerships. By sharing in-

sights across projects, partners can save costs in measuring and 

learn quickly, applying lessons learned to the next step or project.

comparisons of project results are generally based on the 
idea of a cost-benefit analysis, or cost-effectiveness analysis. 
in other words, organisations are interested in what ap-
proach can achieve the best results with the least resources. 
Whereas companies typically capture this idea as a “return on 
investment” or “business case”, donors tend to speak of “cost 
effectiveness”. “towards triple impact” provides an overview 
of different approaches to comparing results.

,II  UNEP (2009). towards triple impact – toolbox for analysing sustainable 

ventures.

the concept of a social return on investment (sroi) has gained 
in popularity among non-profit organisations in particular as a 
parallel to the return on investment, but with a focus on social 
impact instead of profit. the concept derives from a process in 
which non-financial results are translated into financial terms, 
thereby distilling complex sets of results into a single com-
mon denominator. sroi is used above all as a communicative 
tool. in order to be useful, decisions regarding how financial 
equivalents are calculated and how results are weighed must 
remain transparent. 

,II  www.thesroinetwork.org

Comparing results

t o o l b o x

C H A P T E R  2 :  a c t O r s :  W h O  m e a s u r e s
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analysing data

Results measurement is used primarily to 

understand the return on investment of 

the individual development partnership 

project. Increasingly, however, donors and 

companies are looking for ways to compare 

results across projects, and thereby under-

stand which approaches are most effec-

tive, which factors contribute to success, 

or propagate problems. This analysis must 

take regional differences and specific con-

texts into account, since what works in one 

setting will not necessarily work in an oth-

er setting. The Learning and Knowledge De-

velopment (LKD) Facility for development 

partnerships represents a great example of 

how such learning across projects can be or-

ganised. The organisation combines results 

The Learning 
and Knowledge 

Development 
Facility brings 

private compa-
nies, donors, and 
governments to-

gether to discuss 
the benefits of 

development part-
nerships and how 

they work. Results 
measurement is 
an integral part 
of this learning 

approach.

erik Ladefoged, UNIDO

measurement with management training 

and policy advice, allowing insights from 

measurement to be fed directly back into 

project and policy development. 

Impact investors have also begun build-

ing benchmarking data that is based on 

standard indicators. The Impact Report-

ing and Investment Standard (IRIS), for ex-

ample, provides a framework of common 

indicators and a platform to share results 

from projects while comparing them with 

similar ones.

the United nations industrial development organization 
(Unido) and swedish development cooperation agency sida 
are currently establishing the Learning and Knowledge de-
velopment Facility, in partnership with truck and automation 
manufacturers volvo, scania, and Festo as well as private-
sector association Worldskills germany. the programme will 
support the development of vocational training centres and 
training programmes in partnership with private businesses. 

the basis of the facility is the results measurement programme. 
through evaluating projects, the facility identifies the success 
and challenges to partnerships, identifies what makes interven-
tions effective and how to take informed corrective measures. 
drawing on these insights, the facility will provide management 
training to vocational training centre staff and advice to policy-
makers. this will foster systematic learning processes and allow 
insights from one project to inform the next.

one of the two projects currently supported by the facility is a 
partnership project targeting technical training in iraq with sca-
nia, sida, Unido, education First, and the ministry of Labour and 
social affairs of the Kurdistan regional government as partners. 
in iraq, where unemployment remains high (15% in 2010), there 
is a shortage of qualified technical staff. aiming to build skills 
among youth and thus help them access quality jobs, the part-
ners built a vocational training school. the swedish academy for 
training, which offers vocational training in mechanics, driver 
training for experienced truck drivers, as well as english lan-
guage and computer skills, was officially opened in april 2012. 
the partners have shared responsibilities: Unido and scania’s 
local partner Qanadeel al rafidain established a training acad-
emy management team, and the ministry have provided the 
facilities and assigned several trainers to work in conjunction 
with the training academy team. scania has provided advanced 
training equipment and a full-time master trainer, while sida 
funds the project’s operational expenses. 

monitoring these activities is the responsibility of the project 
management team at Unido and Qanadeel al rafidain. as 
part of the standard monitoring activities, scania and Unido 

technical staff make field visits to the academy and prepare 
reports detailing the project’s progress and lessons learned. 
these metrics are used in developing the school further. For 
example, partners use monitoring to track whether students 
actually find employment and to adjust the skills provided to 
the iraqi job market. 

the Learning and Knowledge development Facility not only 
supports results measurement of the project, but also feeds 
the lessons learned back into management training. 

sources: Interviews with Anna Rosendahl (Sida) and Helena Ewers (Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs), Erik Ladefoged (UNIDO), Bernt Steinnagel (Scania AB),  

Scania Project Proposal May 2011, www.scania.com,  

http://lkdfacility.org/unido-scania-project.html

Building knowledge on partnerships for vocational training

The Swedish Academy for Training in Iraq provides skills upgrading 
for mechanical trainers.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  scania aB, unIDO and sida in Iraq
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Indicators:  
What to  

measure
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Indicators capture what gets measured.  
Partnerships are well advised to select a few 
manageable indicators, to recognize the  
importance of intermediate outcomes, and to 
use standard indicators where possible.  
Indicators can also capture insights about 
how the partnership works as an instrument. 

|3332
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Challenges in selecting indicators

Because there are no clear guidelines and standards for reporting on partnership 

projects, partners often end up with the a small set of output KPIs that can be tracked 

as part of the project’s standard implementation processes. But these output indica-

tors are usually not enough to allow partners to understand whether the project has 

really had an impact on individuals’ well-being. 

Overwhelming number of available indicators

It is hardly surprising that no single set of generally 

accepted indicators exists for all partnerships. Part-

nerships are simply too diverse and their objectives 

too varied to be captured by a predefined set of indi-

cators. There are enormous differences among devel-

opment partnerships in terms of their objectives and 

approaches. These can differ across sectors that range 

from agriculture to health to energy, targeted benefi-

ciaries can vary from producers to employees or entre-

preneurs to consumers and communities, and projects 

can aim for changes at the micro-, meso-, or macro-lev-

el. Indicators will therefore naturally differ widely.

At the same time, increased standardisation would 

help provide project managers guidance on what to 

measure. Furthermore, this would allow all stake-

holders to compare results across projects and pro-

grammes and identify the most effective approaches. 

unclear how to measure partnership itself

Development partnerships are a rather new way of 

implementing projects together. Many questions re-

main about how best to implement this instrument. 

Furthermore, there is no established means of mea-

suring the success and performance of a partnership 

itself. How do partners collaborate? How are conflicts 

managed? What are the success factors in a partner-

ship? These kinds of questions are rarely ever asked as 

part of the measurement process.

For example, are farmers really earning more because 

they have received training in organic agriculture? 

Selecting informative indicators is key to generating 

value through measurement. 

costs can be significant

Tracking too many or too complex indicators can 

make measurement costly. Partners often already 

need to track certain indicators such as those required 

for sustainability report standards or M&E systems of 

donors. The list of indicators can be extended by the 

expectations of impact investors and by other part-

ners or civil society stakeholders. Measuring and ad-

ministering a long list of indicators inevitably drives 

costs up. 

measuring ultimate outcomes is complex

Measuring the ultimate outcomes of projects is often 

expensive. In order to demonstrate that the lives of 

the target group have changed as a result of a specific 

intervention, and if so, to what degree their lives have 

changed, experts need to integrate statistical meth-

ods into the design process that define treatment and 

control groups, and they need to track closely social 

changes. Going this extra mile is often too great of a 

burden for development partnerships which typically 

have limited resources and face time constraints.  
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Some years ago we focused on measuring ultimate 

impact, but that was really difficult. Now we say 

that impact is something we target but can’t mea-

sure and look instead to output and outcome. 

helena ewers and anna rosendahl, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden and Sida

ChallengeS good praCtiCeS

costs can be significant 5  Select a few manageable indicators

measuring ultimate outcomes  
is complex

6  Recognise the importance of 
intermediate outcomes

overwhelming number of  
available indicators

7  Use standard reporting indicators  

Unclear how to measure  
partnership itself

8  Reflect on partnership as 
an instrument
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Good practice 5: 
Select a few manageable indicators 

ments in terms of results. These agreed-

upon targets act as milestones for proving 

the success of the partnership. Targets can 

be defined on all levels. Some outcome in-

dicators should be included.

Meaningful indicators trigger action 

when milestones are missed. For example, 

Heineken has a target of sourcing 60% lo-

cally by 2020. If, at any point in the future 

they do not advance towards this target, 

the company will need to review and pos-

sibly identify more effective activities. 

A focus on milestones and causal gaps en-

sures that measurement results will be 

useful in managing, steering and adjust-

ing the project. 

Prove the milestones

The results chain spells out how resource 

and activity inputs lead to outputs and 

outcomes. To make the chain actionable, 

partners will also formulate ambitions 

regarding how much should be spent on 

inputs and the commensurate achieve-

track only the indica-
tors needed to take 
decisions, and use 
indicators that are 
informative yet easy 
to access.

k e y  m e s s a G e Focusing on a few good indicators is at once more productive and 

less costly than collecting data on many indicators. And good prox-

ies can help ensure measurement efforts remain manageable.

methods for assessing indicators naturally depend on what 
needs to be measured. researchers typically distinguish be-
tween qualitative and quantitative data collection tools. Quanti-
tative data consist of counts or frequencies, rates or percentages 
and other numerical data. they often derive from surveys, struc-
tured interviews, observation checklists, or archival records, 
such as those found in government databases. Qualitative data 
describe instead problems, behaviours, opinions, experiences, 
attitudes, and beliefs. Qualitative data can derive from key infor-
mant interviews, focus-group discussions, open-ended question-
naires, field notes, or personal logs and journals. 

the two critical criteria for good measurement are validity and 
reliability. validity asks “how do we know that we are indeed 
measuring what we want to measure?” reliability asks “can 
we be sure that if the measurement is repeated we will get the 
same result?”

the most important data collection tools are listed in the table 
below.

Collecting data

t o o l b o x

tOOL DescrIPtIOn

Observation visiting workshops, events or projects, and watching what happens. direct observation is undertaken in person while 
indirect observation takes place when using appropriate technology such as video recording.

secondary research to use pre-existing sources (e.g., documents, data files, log sheets or other written pieces) with the intention of collecting 
independently verifiable data and information. 

Interviews Purposeful exchange between two people to uncover perspectives, experiences, and insights on a phenomenon. it is useful 
for collecting in-depth and detailed qualitative data. 

focus groups specially selected group of six to twelve individuals is interviewed by a moderator. Focus groups are useful for exploring 
norms, beliefs, attitudes, practices and languages. Focus groups require trained moderators.

surveys data collection from a large number of people, using a standardized set of questions. cross-sectional surveys collect data 
at one point in time from a sample selected to represent a larger population. Longitudinal surveys are repeated over a 
period of time.

Table 6: Data collection methods

source: Adapted from Mohammad Muaz Jalil (2013).

methodological guidelines for each approach are 

available on the Internet. Useful guides to the differ-

ent methods for measuring changes in indicators have 

been provided by the DCED as well as the ACT.

,II  Mohammad Muaz Jalil (2013). a Practical Guide-

lines for conducting research – summarising 

good research practice in line with the dced 

standard. dced. 

,II  Ali Yildrim, Hanife Akar, Hans-Dieter Haller, Leena 

Freitag, Jutta List-Ivankovic, Barbara Brodigan, 

Jikky Dincelek-Letinga (2007). act evaluation 

toolbox – collection of methods and materials 

for the evaluation of active citizenship.
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fill the causal gaps

The different levels of the results chain are 

connected by hypotheses regarding caus-

al links. In the Heineken example, farm-

ers in the DRC are trained in sustainable 

agricultural practices with the hypothesis 

that they will increase their productivity 

and increase their income. Some of these 

causal links are always better established 

than others. It may have already been 

proven that the practices taught will in-

crease productivity, but it may be unclear 

whether farmers really use the practices 

once training has ended. 

Measurement that targets improved per-

formance should focus on those causal 

gaps. Ideally, projects should be set up in 

a way that allows some variation around 

the weak causal links. Doing so will allow 

observers to identify which approach actu-

ally leads to the best outcomes. 

It is important 

to identify the 

most essential 

elements for 

results measure-

ment. This will 

help ensure that 

only the most 

relevant data is 

collected. More 

data is not al-

ways better. 

Lucas Judge, LEI Wa-

geningen UR

Keep it manageable

While all indicators are measurable in 

some way, some are easier to measure 

than others. Measurement efforts can be 

reduced significantly if indicators are cho-

sen in a smart and pragmatic way. Which 

indicators are already tracked as part of 

the business management processes? 

Which are easy to assess? There may be 

trade-offs between the meaningful and 

the measurable, and partners may need to 

weigh and compare where the “return on 

investment” is better.

in 2009, Bralima s.a.r.L. (a subsidiary of dutch brewer Heinek-
en international n.v.), together with the european cooperative 
for rural development (eUcord) and the dutch government 
launched Projet riz in the democratic republic of congo (drc). 
the project supports smallholders in growing rice by provid-
ing them training and access to inputs. Bralima then procures 
rice for its breweries. thanks to the secure market provided by 
Bralima, farmers can increase their productivity and income. 
at the same time, Bralima can reduce transport costs and 
develop a secure, sustainable source of raw material.

 

eUcord manages the project on-the-ground, trains farmers, 
and keeps project partners informed. it is also responsible 
for measuring results with the help of a local consultant. it 
developed a results chain, proposed indicators, and came up 
with questionnaires for the household surveys. Heineken has 
provided feedback at each step in the process. 

measurement focuses on three key indicators: productiv-
ity enhancement, increased incomes, and increased local 
sourcing. these KPis are used to monitor whether the project 
is achieving its objectives. should measurement fall behind 
target, management action would be taken.

From 2009 to 2012, total rice production increased by 62%. 
during the same period, the per farmer yield has grown by 
42%, and farmers’ revenues from rice have also increased. in 
the Kinshasa region alone, rice revenues increased more than 
threefold, from cdF 45,200 in 2009 (roughly €35) to cdF 191,500 
(€152) in 2012. Heineken aims to source 60% of its raw material 
locally by 2020. in 2012, they had already reached 49%. due to 
the clear success reflected in the KPis, Heineken will replicate 
the approach, together with eUcord and the dutch govern-
ment, in ethiopia, Burundi, rwanda, and sierra Leone.

sources: Interview with Patrick Villemin (Heineken N.V.), 

Executive Summary, DRC Rice Project Brochure, 

http://eucord.org/where-we-work/current-projects/congo/

Tracking targets for local sourcing

EUCORD field extension agents receive training in administration and 
other skills (Kisangani,2012).

c a s e  s t U d Y :  heineken n.v., eucOrD and the Dutch Government in Drc

The good numbers from DRC are very useful 
for Heineken’s reputation – it’s a good way 
to show what a partnership can bring!

Patrick villemin, Heineken N.V.
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Good practice 6: 
Recognise the importance of intermediate outcomes 

towards intermediate outcomes

There is now a trend towards measur-

ing intermediate outcomes. Indicators 

that track these outcomes help measure 

changes in behaviour in particular. They 

are more meaningful than output indica-

tors because they point to project success. 

In the case of Katalyst in Bangladesh, the 

output of smaller seed packages has led 

to the desired outcome of farmers using 

higher quality seeds. These intermediate 

outcomes are more quickly identified and 

easier to measure than ultimate outcomes 

such as an increase in income derived from 

vegetables grown from improved seeds. 

Intermediate outcomes go a long way in 

proving results. The link between out-

puts and immediate and intermediate 

outcomes must be proven, while the link 

between intermediate and ultimate out-

comes is often fairly well established. It 

is well-known, for example, that quality 

seeds are a key ingredient in increasing 

For some time, measuring ultimate out-

comes appeared to be the holy grail of 

results measurement in development 

partnerships. However, many private sec-

tor and donor project managers did not 

see the value of measuring changes that 

were far removed from their own sphere 

of influence and which might not be ob-

servable during a project’s lifetime. In 

addition, measuring ultimate outcomes 

properly seemed expensive and would 

often require an assessment some years 

after a project had been completed.

Consequently, much of the actual mea-

surement focused on inputs, activities, 

and outputs. However, this kind of focus 

did not provide donors the information 

needed to understand if and how a proj-

ect was actually achieving development 

results, nor did it allow companies to un-

derstand whether the conditions for their 

long-term success were improving. 

focus on those out-
comes in the results 
chain which quickly 
show that change is 
underway and which 
can be influenced 
directly. 

k e y  m e s s a G e Measuring intermediate outcomes enables project managers to 

track change quickly and take corrective measures.

the international development research centre has devel-
oped a methodology for outcome mapping that helps project 
managers identify the critical links in their project.

,II  Sarah Earl, Fred Carden, and Terry Smutylo (2001). outcome mapping - 

building learning and reflection into development programs. 

experimental evaluation designs can help illuminate causal 
links at the intermediate level of outcomes. experimental 
designs are able to vary the “treatment” provided to the 
treatment group; this not only helps learn whether or not an 
intervention has an effect, but also indicates which approach 
is comparatively more effective. 

,II CSO Innovation for Poverty provides support in setting up experimental 

evaluation designs. www.poverty-action.org

Measuring intermediate outcomes

t o o l b o x

See ifC/dSCl 
CaSe Study on p. 14
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farming productivity. However, it is un-

clear under which circumstances farmers 

buy and utilise quality seeds. Monitoring 

intermediate outcomes allows project 

organisers to adapt during the project’s 

lifetime instead of waiting for an ex-post 

evaluation of ultimate outcomes. 

Moreover, intermediate outcomes can be 

used to improve project results. If foreseen 

changes are not evident, this can be detect-

ed quite early in the project, and steps can 

be taken to improve results. In the case of 

Katalyst, when the project organisers saw 

that farmers were not buying from retail-

ers, they switched to mobile vendors for 

distribution. As this case study shows, in-

termediate outcomes are the part of the re-

sults chain where public and private part-

ners’ interests converge. This is also where 

most learning in a partnership takes place. 

Outcomes of a partnership approach

Intermediate outcomes also offer oppor-

tunities in identifying standard indicators 

for measuring the success of partnerships. 

Partnerships build on the belief that part-

ners will complement each other and 

that a project will be implemented differ-

ently as a result of the partnership. This 

difference will be tangible in intermedi-

ate outcomes, and observable in changes 

in behaviour and attitudes. For example, 

the seed company that collaborated with 

Katalyst changed its perception of the 

smallholder market as a result of its col-

laboration. Partnerships also typically 

raise awareness among important stake-

holders, build capacities at different lev-

els, and bring together actors from differ-

ent backgrounds who nonetheless share a 

joint agenda. These kinds of intermediate 

outcomes could be captured in bench-

mark indicators to track the benefits of 

the partnership approach.

Katalyst is a multidonor programme aimed at developing ag-
ricultural supply chains in Bangladesh. now in its third phase, 
the programme works with the private sector to develop mar-
kets that are vital for poor people. to that end, the programme 
identifies key constraints and designs targeted interventions. 

in order to enhance smallholders’ access to high-quality seeds, 
Katalyst worked with seed companies to develop small pack-
ages and new distribution systems. Before the intervention, 
only 25% of small farmers used high-quality seeds. as a result, 
yields among the other farmers were very low. small farmers 
typically cannot afford to buy large packages of seed, and 
thus often purchase poor-quality seed from mobile vendors. 
Katalyst convinced a seed company to produce smaller pack-
ages and sell them to mobile vendors. the pilot project started 
with 50 varieties of vegetable seed and 50,000 packages in 10 
districts. Within 18 months, the company had expanded to 80 
seed varieties and 2 million packages. each farmer within the 
target group uses an average of two to three packages; thus, 
Katalyst reached around 650,000 farmers.

For results measurement, Katalyst used the dced standard and 
LogFrames. every intervention had a result chain and a monitor-
ing plan. the monitoring plan covered three stages of assess-
ment: output, intermediate outcomes, and ultimate outcomes. 
moreover, Katalyst had a specialised m&e team that worked 
with the project team to measure results from the beginning.

to measure intermediate outcomes, Katalyst monitored 
whether farmers were actually buying the seed and found 
that farmers bought mostly from mobile vendors, rather than 
from retailers. Katalyst then hired 30 people to accompany the 

mobile vendors, noting the name of everyone buying seed and 
what they bought. this helped illuminate which varieties were 
most popular and where they were sold, valuable information 
that could be fed back to the seed company. 

as one result of the intervention, the seed company integrated 
the mobile vendors into its distribution network and adapted 
its promotional activities to better address them. two more 
companies subsequently entered the market to sell vegetable 
seeds. Local companies also started producing seeds, but at a 
lower level of quality. the challenge today is learning how to 
differentiate between low- and high-quality seeds. 

sources: Interview Muaz Jalil (Katalyst), http://katalyst.com.bd, 

http://enterprise-development.org/page/case-studies

Monitoring demand for quality seed to increase project success

Mobile seed vendors sell high-quality seeds in small packages to 
make them available to small farmers.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  Katalyst in Bangladesh

We and the grant-
ee align around 
a clear vision of 

outcomes that 
can be achieved 

together. This 
upfront focus on 

outcomes encour-
ages programme 

officers to man-
age against re-

sults rather than 
activities.

nushina mir, Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foun-

dation
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Good practice 7: 
Use standard reporting indicators 

The Business Call to Action (BCtA) encour-

ages companies to make pledges to achieve 

development objectives related to certain 

core aspects of their business. It supports 

members in their results measurement and 

reporting.15 Members can pick seven indica-

tors from a list of 70 to use for their BCtA re-

ports. This pick-and-chose approach allows 

alignment without putting members into a 

straightjacket or running the risk of failing 

to capture the most significant results. 

Other programmes start with a narrower 

mission, and hence can provide greater 

focus when it comes to indicators. The 

Donor Committee on Enterprise Develop-

ment (DCED) is dedicated to private-sector 

development, and hence suggests three 

universal indicators in judging programme 

performance: scale, net additional income 

accrued by target enterprises, and net addi-

tional jobs created.16 The Global Alliance for 

15 www.businesscalltoaction.org

16  dced (2013). guidelines to the dced standard for results 

measurement: articulating the results chain.

emergent standards

Standards facilitate measurement by pro-

viding clear guidance as to what should be 

measured, and how. They can reduce the 

cost of measurement and reporting, since 

indicators no longer need to be developed 

and tested in each case. Some standards of 

this kind are emerging.

IRIS today is the most commonly used 

set of company-oriented indicators. Origi-

nally developed by and for private-sector 

impact investors, this set of indicators is 

increasingly being used by public-sector 

donors as well. IRIS concentrates mainly 

on output and a few outcome indicators. 

This means projects using the standard 

may still need to develop their own indi-

cators to monitor changes at the higher 

levels of the result chain. 

refer to existing sets 
of indicators in order 
to build on widely 
accepted definitions 
and work towards 
harmonisation.

k e y  m e s s a G e While the spectrum of development partnership interventions is 

too large to limit itself to just a few indicators, there is ample room 

for alignment and standardisation. 

the impact reporting and investment standards (iris) is an 
initiative of the global impact investing network (giin). iris is 
a catalogue of generally accepted performance metrics with 
a special focus on businesses that have a positive social or 
environmental impact. the catalogue includes generic as well 
as sector-specific indicators. the indicators are continuously 
refined based on feedback from users, partners, and working 
groups of formal expert advisers. 

,II .iris.thegiin.org

the global reporting initiative (gri) provides guidelines and 
standard indicators for reporting on social, environmental, 
economic and governance performance. it is one of the most 
widely used reporting standards, and more than 4,000 organi-
sations use the guidelines to produce sustainability reports. 

,II www.globalreporting.org

the U.n. global compact calls on companies to commit and ad-
here to ten principles for sustainable management. Principles 
are based on widely ratified U.n. conventions and fall into 
the domains of human rights, labour, environment and anti-
corruption. more than 10,000 companies have signed up to the 
compact. many of them report on the principles on an annual 
basis following the global compact reporting system. 

,II www.unglobalcompact.org

the millennium development goals (mdgs) are an interna-
tional commitment to achieve eight goals related to sustain-
able development. all development organisations and many 
companies report their development achievements within the 
mdg framework

,II www.un.org/millenniumgoals

Reporting in line with others

t o o l b o x
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Improved Nutrition (GAIN), which focuses 

on improvements in nutrition, has defined 

a set of 17 standardised indicators that are 

used for every GAIN project.17

Development finance institutions (DFIs) 

have led the way in seeking to harmonise 

indicators. Since they all offer financial as-

sistance to their clients, they can build on 

a shared understanding and experience of 

potential results. The International Finance 

Corporation (IFC) uses the Development 

Outcome Tracking System (DOTS) as a set 

of standard indicators for all its projects.18 

Likewise, the German DFI DEG employs the 

General Performance Review (GPR) stan-

dard to benchmark its portfolio.19 Recently, 

12 members of the European Development 

Finance Institutions group, along with 13 

17  www.gainhealth.org/performance/performance-indicators

18  www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/iFc_ex-

ternal_corporate_site/idg_Home/monitoring_tracking_re-

sults/tracking_system

19  www.deginvest.de/international-financing/deg/die-deg/

auftrag/entwicklungspolitischer-auftrag/entwicklung-

swirkungen-ermitteln

additional international financial institu-

tions, achieved a breakthrough with the 

launch of the Harmonised Development 

Results Indicators for Private Sector Invest-

ment Operations, a set of 28 core indicators 

from 12 different sectors.20 

alignment on reporting

Companies today report non-financial re-

sults in a number of ways, making refer-

ence variously to the Global Reporting Ini-

tiative (GRI) standard, the ten principles 

of the U.N. Global Compact and the eight 

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). In 

general, companies try to align their proj-

ect reporting with their existing reporting 

requirements. Development partnerships 

would thus do well to choose indicators 

that harmonise with these standards. This 

will increase the attention for the projects 

from within and outside the organisation, 

and will reduce the reporting burden.

20  www.edfi.be/news/news/31-ifis-harmonization-initiative.html

the opportunities for the majority (omJ) initiative within 
the inter-american development Bank (idB group) invests in 
inclusive businesses in Latin america and the caribbean. omJ 
restructured its results measurement programme across its 
grant and investment portfolio, embedding iris metrics in the 
programme’s foundation. 

one of omJ’s investments is salaUno, an eye-care clinic that 
specialises in cataract operations following the well-regarded 
approach of the indian aravind hospital chain. in 2010, omJ 
awarded salaUno a grant and provided it with consulting 
advice, thereby helping prepare it for further investment. in a 
second step, it plans to provide the company with debt fund-
ing in order to finance the expansion of its operations. 

to select indicators for results measurement, omJ investment 
officers work closely with their development effectiveness 
team. these internal experts help render projects comparable 
by ensuring that measurements are made on the basis of a 
small set of universal indicators and that the same indicators 
are used in similar projects. For example, in the health sector, 
the number of patients, diagnostic visits or curative visits 
can be tracked for all interventions. the metrics expert also 
advises investment officers on how best to track the project’s 
most critical questions. 

in its work with salaUno, the idB tracked 24 iris indicators. 
combining certain iris indicators – such as “client individuals” 
with the sub-category “products” – allowed omJ to measure 
certain outcomes without having to develop new metrics. 
other, more specific indicators outside the iris portfolio were 
also used. the “patient conversion rate”, for example, allowed 
the idB to understand how successful the company is in con-
verting the number of cataracts diagnoses (potential demand) 

into surgeries (actual demand). “Best corrected visual acuity – 
Blindness (20/200)” and “Best corrected visual acuity – normal 
(20/60)” enabled omJ to track the number of patients whose 
eyesight was restored following the surgery, which represents 
the final developmental outcome.

the partnership with salaUno represents a new approach 
within the health sector in which indicators are defined in 
collaboration with the company, which now reports regularly 
on results. data is collected in a central system called PULse 
which is based on the salesforce platform and includes the 
iris taxonomy. omJ’s metrics experts can now analyse data on 
an ongoing basis and provide feedback to teams, which helps 
them select appropriate indicators and design new projects. 

sources: Interview with Sarah Gelfand (GIIN) and Claudia Martinez Ochoa (OMJ), 

www.IDB.org/en/topics/opportunities-for-the-majority/idb-opportunities-for-the-

majority-serving-the-base-of-the-pyramid-in-latin-america,1377.html,  

http://iris.thegiin.org/materials/iris-use-case-idb-group-s-opportunities-majority-

initiative

Building on IRIS to be ready for benchmarking

SalaUno provides information on cataract operations  
at awareness-raising camps.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  salauno and IDB in mexico

Using IRIS is a 

good first step. 

Everyone speaks 

the same lan-

guage, which 

reduces the 

burden of report-

ing, especially 

for programmes 

where multiple 

investors are 

involved.

Genevieve edens, Aspen 

Network of Develop-

ment Entrepreneurs 

(ANDE)
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We want to 

learn about 

the dynamics 

of multi-sector, 

high-visibility 

partnerships 

and how to 

best make them 

work.

matt freeman and 

eline Korenromp, GAIN

Good practice 8: 
Reflect on partnership as an instrument

managing a partnership

Once partners have decided to join forc-

es, they face a number of decisions with 

regard to project management. What is 

the best governance structure for the 

project? Who should be represented on 

the steering board? How are the partners 

to make decisions together, and who is to 

be involved in decision-making? Which 

decisions are made at which level? Do 

partners meet personally on a regular 

basis, or only virtually? While these and 

other questions depend on the context 

and structure of the individual partner-

ship, results measurement can help part-

ners become more aware and informed 

about the options and their implications. 

GAIN, for example, pays close attention 

to success factors in its management of 

partnerships, aiming to learn and im-

prove with each project. 

entering a partnership 

However, partnerships come at a cost, as 

coordinating decisions among often very 

different organisations can be difficult. 

The decision to enter into a partnership 

is thus often a gamble. Measurement can 

help procure a better understanding of 

when partnerships make sense. A num-

ber of specifics could in fact make the 

difference between success and failure. 

Which complementarities work best? 

Which partner should bring which assets 

on board? Even more broadly, when does 

a partnership approach make sense, and 

when should companies and donors in-

stead go their own way?

For donors, the assessment of these ques-

tions relates to the need to prove input ad-

ditionality. In other words, donors are re-

quired to prove that the project would not 

have happened, or would have not been as 

successful, without their contribution. 

Pay attention to the 
benefits, success 
factors and hurdles as-
sociated with working 
in partnership.

k e y  m e s s a G e Partnerships are based on a hypothesis of complementarity – that 

is, a conclusion that the project can be implemented together more 

effectively and efficiently than would be the case individually. 

in order to understand how a partnership functions and 
evolves, partners can document relationships and roles at 
different points in time. the attention paid to the partnership 
itself will trigger discussions about expectations and insights, 
on how best to organise a partnership, and on how to avoid 
conflict. the conversations can be documented and shared 
with others. they can also trigger and inform changes in col-
laboration procedures.

one tool useful in discussing and documenting the roles and 
views of partners is the business model canvas. as a generic 

framework for any business, or indeed any project, it provides 
guidance in reviewing various aspects of the relationship 
while never restricting or predefining the conversation. Filling 
in the canvas at different points in time can reveal how part-
ner roles and views are changing. it is best used in a dialogue 
with the relevant stakeholders.

,II  www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas

other frameworks, such as the value chain, are equally useful 
for this exercise. the important thing is to stick to the same 
framework over time so that you may observe the changes.

Documenting a partnership over time 

t o o l b o x
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Project Laser Beam is a five-year joint initiative of the World 
Food Programme (WFP), the global alliance for improved 
nutrition (gain), and a range of global companies including 
Unilever, Kraft and dsm. Launched in 2009, it aims to alleviate 
child malnutrition through a holistic approach that includes 
nutrition, hygiene/sanitation and food-security interventions. 

the two pilot countries are Bangladesh and indonesia. each 
of the corporate partners pledged Us$10 million over five 
years to support projects in the target regions. some projects 
are implemented by WFP and others by third parties, usually 
non-governmental organisations. in Bangladesh, Unilever 
supports school-based meal and hygiene interventions; dsm 
has supported the optimisation and release of Pushti Packet, a 
supplementary nutrient mixture; while gain works with local 
private-sector and cso partners to make multinutrient pow-
ders, fortified vegetable oil and iodised salt widely available to 
poor people. 

gain is responsible for the partnership’s performance 
framework. this framework was constructed from the bottom 
up, based on the individual partners’ project-planning and 
monitoring documentation. Baselines and target values have 
now been established for every KPi. in January 2013, partners 
began reporting on progress towards project targets and the 
partnership KPis for the first time.

gain works consistently in partnership with actors from a 
variety of sectors. it has learned that organising many stake-
holders can be a challenge – transaction costs are high, and 
processes often take quite a long time to complete. it can be 
particularly difficult when donors expect delivery within tight 
timeframes. therefore, gain is interested in learning how to 
make partnerships work more efficiently and effectively. 

a number of lessons have been learned to date. For example, 
there are limits to the degree to which partners’ diverse objec-
tives can be aligned. clear governance and decision-making 
structures are needed to overcome differences in perception 
and objectives, and to enable agreement on a joint way for-
ward. Joint site visits are crucial in identifying opportunities 
for partners to work together, rather than simply side by side. 

sources: Interview with Matt Freeman and Eline Korenromp (GAIN),

www.unilever.com/aboutus/foundation/wfp/laserbeam/allforone/index.aspx

* See good praCtiCe on meaSuring the  intermediate outComeS. p. 38

measuring output additionality

In addition, it can be valuable to observe 

the outcomes of a partnership approach 

on the partners themselves. Do they 

change their attitudes and behaviours as 

a result of working together? Donors con-

ceptualise this effect as “output addition-

ality” or “development additionality”,21 

both terms that refer to results that 

would not have been achieved without 

21 melina Heinrich (2013). donor Partnerships with Business for 

Private sector development: What can We Learn from experi-

ence? Working Paper march 2013. London: dced.

the public-sector partner’s involvement. 

For example, an increased attention to 

marginalised groups, a deepening of par-

ticipatory processes in developing and 

implementing project activities, or better 

natural-resource management practices 

might all result from the contributions of 

the public-sector partner. 

Learning how to make partnerships work against malnutrition

c a s e  s t U d Y :  GaIn, WfP, and major food companies in Bangladesh

Unilever supports school-based  
meal interventions.

We seek to learn 

more about part-

nerships as an 

instrument. What 

drives this is a 

single question: 

how can we make 

PPP’s work best? 

natalie den Breugom de 

haas, Dutch Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs

In Bangladesh, Unilever also supports projects around hygiene.
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Process: 
How to  

measure
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The process of results measurement includes 
the whole cycle, from defining the needs of 
partners, to designing and implementing the 
measurement, and finally to using the end 
product for management and reporting.  
Measurement is best embedded within  
management processes, to ensure that 
enough flexibility to respond to changes is 
retained. 

|4544
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Challenges in managing the process

Partners often focus on picking indicators and collecting data as the main tasks 

when it comes to measuring. The availability of so many potential tools and methods 

draws attention to the technical, away from the practical. 

Baseline often forgotten 

Partnerships often commence in an atmosphere of 

great enthusiasm. With all minds focused on action, 

properly preparing the measurement process by im-

plementing a baseline study tends to get forgotten or 

time pressure does not allow for the baseline study to 

be implemented before the project starts. Once activi-

ties have begun, it can be difficult to recapture this 

critical early-stage information. 

Projects change over time

Partnership projects often start with assumptions 

that need to be revised during project implementa-

tion. Hence, the initial project plan may need to be 

revised over time. The results-measurement system 

must be able to adapt to these changes.

Too frequently, measurement is consequently per-

ceived as a burden, a rigid system focused primarily 

on meeting reporting requirements. The broader pic-

ture, in which participants identify what data is most 

useful and then use it to improve their work, tends 

to be overlooked. This is the part of the measurement 

process that holds most potential for value creation. 

confusing array of tools and methods

In first designing a measurement process, partners 

have a whole array of frameworks and tools at their 

disposal, but no single standard able to provide guid-

ance. The confusion is aggravated by the fact that 

most tools are either used by the public sector or by 

the private sector, but not by both. As a result, most 

partnerships rely on a custom-built system that is 

"good enough" for project management, but doesn’t 

lend itself to the comparison of results across projects. 

measurement perceived as a burden

Partners often perceive measurement to be an adjunct 

to the project, performed only to comply with external 

expectations. Measurement then becomes a burden, 

in large part because this perspective also keeps part-

ners from identifying the benefits that measurement 

can bring to their core work. Treated solely as a check-

box exercise, measurement does not create value for 

the project.

|4746
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You have to increase awareness of what constitutes M&E. 

Many people think it is a very technical approach that requires 

special skills. But in reality, the project officer who works on site 

usually knows the numbers needed – so he is the one who makes 

that assessment, but he doesn’t realise that he is doing M&E!

subathirai sivakumaran, UNDP Business Call to Action

ChallengeS good praCtiCeS

confusing array of tools  
and methods

   9  Draw on established practices

measurement perceived  
as a burden

10  Embed measurement 
from the start

Baseline often forgotten 11  Use a baseline to design project

Projects change over time 12  Stay flexible
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Good practice 9: 
Draw on established practices

See toolbox,  
p. 36

See toolbox on Comparing 
reSultS, p. 30

measure results

For each indicator, a measurement ap-

proach has to be defined. Many reference 

documents describing good measurement 

practices are available. Partners then need 

to collect the appropriate data.

analyse data

Analysing data within projects usually 

focuses on comparing targets with actual 

results, and reviewing results-chain hy-

potheses to see if adjustments are needed. 

Analysing data across projects can entail 

aggregating or comparing results, often 

with reference to the resources invested 

(e.g., examining return on investment or 

cost-effectiveness). 

Define the objectives and results chain

Results chains, theories of change, or Log-

Frames are all tools to describe how cer-

tain inputs and activities will lead to the 

desired results. Achieving agreement on 

this mechanism among partners is an es-

sential factor for a partnership’s success. 

Identify indicators

Agreeing on specific indicators and how 

to measure them helps to establish a com-

mon language among partners, while si-

multaneously identifying critical gaps in 

the causal chain and hence risks for proj-

ect success. The Impact Reporting and In-

vestment Standards (IRIS) set of indicators 

is emerging as one of the most important. 

certain aspects of the 
measurement process 
are already widely 
used. these are ge-
neric, “common sense” 
steps for any project.

k e y  m e s s a G e While a variety of tools and frameworks do exist, they are usually 

compatible with each other and can be combined within a generic 

process. This process can be summarised in six steps:

the dced has developed a standard to use in measuring re-
sults achieved by private-sector development (Psd). in essence, 
it is a summary of best practices in results measurement more 
generally. donors therefore refer to it as a standard in results 
measurement, even when it comes to partnerships. 

the dced standard essentially follows the generic process 
outlined above, with a greater focus on the projection and at-
tribution of results. it encourages project managers to include 
system-wide results in the results chain. moreover, it requires 
documentation of each step of the measurement process, in 
order to make the system transparent for outsiders. documen-
tation also improves sustainability, for example when new 
staff members join the project. 

efforts are currently being undertaken to further develop the 
dced standard to fit certain other programme approaches. 
a guidance document for measuring results in the context of 
challenge funds has just been published. Further guidance on 
measuring results in partnerships is under consideration.

,II  www.enterprise-development.org/page/measuring-and-reporting-results

designed primarily to help companies understand the impact 
of their activities on development, the WBcsd framework 
naturally takes the perspective of companies. Yet it can also 
be employed in a partnership setting, for a new joint project. it 
starts by setting the boundaries of the assessment, in part by 
clarifying objectives. it goes on to measure direct and indirect 
impacts. assessing the business’s contribution to develop-
ment goals is described as a separate step, explicitly linking 
outcomes with development objectives. Finally, it provides rec-
ommendations for prioritising management responses. thus, 
while reflecting the organisational process of companies, the 
WBcsd framework is a good complement to and is method-
ologically aligned with the dced standard.

,II  www.wbcsd.org/pages/edocument/edocumentdetails.aspx?id=205&nosear

chcontextkey=true

Following the standard process 

t o o l b o x

See  

good praCtiCe 1, 
p. 24

See  
good  

praCtiCe 5,  
p. 36
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adapt approach

Based on insights from the analysis, proj-

ect activities can be adjusted. Insights on 

where to improve performance can in par-

ticular be derived from metrics that focus 

on results-chain hypotheses that are less 

well established than others. If a metric 

fails to meet expected targets, partners 

must build and test alternative hypoth-

eses so as to adjust the results chain.

report

Partners report project results together, 

while making use of their individual or-

ganisational logics. Hence, reporting cy-

cles are best aligned with broader report-

ing requirements and timelines, as well as 

with project steering cycles. 

The Enterprise Challenge Fund uses this 

standard process, following the DCED pro-

tocol, to assess its investment portfolio. 

Wing (Cambodia) Ltd., one of the fund’s 

By using the 
DCED standard, 
country manag-

ers are now more 
aligned, and they 

are in charge of 
M&E. Using the 

standard also 
provides reassur-

ance to investors, 
and it gives us 

the opportunity 
to compare our 

programme 
against others. 

amanda Jupp, 

Enterprise Challenge 

Fund (ECF),  

Coffey International

beneficiaries, used the approach to gain 

insights into user preferences that were 

valuable for future product development. 

While terminologies may differ, results 

speak a clear language to all partners.

combining tools along the generic results 

measurement process

The toolboxes in this report point to rel-

evant tools and frameworks for measur-

ing results. The WBCSD recently published 

an overview of ten results-measurement 

tools with indications of where and when 

they are best used.22 The available tools 

and frameworks are broadly compatible 

with one another. For example, partners 

could use the DCED standard as a guide to 

develop the results chain, use IRIS to se-

lect suitable indicators, and report results 

in line with the Global Reporting Initia-

tive (GRI) standard.

22  WBcsd (2012). measuring socio-economic impact.

operating in cambodia since February 2008, Wing (cambodia) 
Ltd. is a provider of mobile-phone payment services. With 
a client base in urban cambodia, Wing sought the support 
of ausaid’s enterprise challenge Fund (ecF) for the Pacific 
and southeast asia regions in order to expand its services 
to rural areas. many cambodians living in rural areas rely on 
money sent home by family members working in urban areas. 
Without mobile money, funds have to be transferred either in 
person or via courier. ecF provided a grant of around €1 million 
for rural expansion. 

the dced standard was used to design the ecF results-mea-
surement system. results chains were completed by the fund-
management team and reviewed with the companies involved. 
indicators assessing the individual steps in the results chain 
were defined as part of this process. in the measurement plan, 
roles were assigned based on whether an individual indicator 
was being monitored by the company or the fund manager. 
Wing is required to report on a quarterly basis to ecF’s country 
manager in cambodia, detailing progress relative to business 
targets and its financial outcomes. the ecF country manager 
also interviews beneficiaries directly during field visits to 
verify results. additionally, interviews with actors from the 
wider industry (csos, government, sector workers) seek to 
understand systemic results such an influx of competition 
from other companies.

overall, the revised system made better use of available 
information by establishing which indicators could be covered 
by the company’s own management system. in this way, fund 
managers could more easily identify where to focus their at-
tention. 

Wing found the measurement tools to be similar to existing 
business tools. the fund manager’s assessment of benefits 
and wider business impacts proved useful in the company’s 
product design process, leading the manager to call for more 
assistance in measuring results. 

as of november 2013, Wing had more than 500,000 customers 
signed up to use its payment platform, 30% of whom are active 
users. the company had trained 1,000 merchants operating in 
rural and urban areas to provide Wing cash-in and cash-out 
functions. Presently, 6% of adult cambodians use Wing for at 
least one transfer per month. in 2013, Wing processed more 
than €1 bn in mobile money in 2013 (the equivalent of 10% of 
cambodia’s gdP).

sources: Interview with Amanda Jupp (Coffey International), 

www.enterprisechallengefund.org/index.php/project-profiles/project-04

Using the DCED standard

Small businesses in rural areas support the poor in using WING.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  Wing (cambodia) Ltd. and enterprise challenge fund in cambodia
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p. 50
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Good practice 10: 
Embed measurement from the start

external reporting

In parallel with internal reporting pro-

cesses, project results are usually also 

reported externally, especially in high-

visibility partnerships. They are often por-

trayed in a company’s sustainability re-

port, in investor reports, and in the annual 

reports of the donor partner. By aligning 

the measurement plan with these exter-

nal reporting requirements, the reporting 

burden can be substantially reduced. This 

is true both with respect to timing and in-

dicators. For example, if a private-sector 

partner reports based on GRI guidelines, it 

is useful to check whether GRI indicators 

can be used for the project.

Internal steering

To be most effective, measurement should 

be linked directly to project steering. For 

each indicator, results that trigger action 

should be defined, as well as which spe-

cific actions should take place. Ideally, 

measurement cycles should be timed so as 

to inform regular steering-body meetings. 

For example, the quarterly report might 

inform the quarterly partners’ meeting. 

The biannual or annual report might simi-

larly provide the informational basis for a 

steering-committee meeting. The results 

chain is helpful for these discussions as 

well, since it can be used to identify rea-

sons for any deviation from targets as 

well as concrete actions likely to enhance 

project success. 

make measurement an 
integral part of project 
management from the 
beginning. 

k e y  m e s s a G e Measurement is often perceived as requiring extra effort on top of 

everyday project management tasks. But if partners are focused on 

proving their hypotheses and improving results, measurement be-

comes an essential part of management. In order to make measure-

ment meaningful and efficient, it should be tied closely to manage-

ment processes.

standard management tools can be used to manage partner-
ship performance. 

the Balanced scorecard is one of the most widely used tools 
in steering complex processes. this tool translates strategic 
objectives into measurable goals, while identifying KPis and 
assisting users in keeping them all in view. as such, it builds on 
the results chain and focuses attention on the indicators that 
have been chosen to track performance. For each indicator, a 
target is defined. When performance lags behind a set target, 
management attention is required to define actions that can 
improve performance. 

,II  . R.S. Kaplan and D.P. Norton (1996). using the balanced scorecard as a strate-

gic management system. Harvard business review. 

various tools are used in business to continuously improve 
performance. one simple tool is plan-do-check-adjust (Pdca). 
this establishes a continuous process of planning, implement-
ing, measuring, and adjusting. By making the cycle a routine 
part of behaviour, adaptation becomes the rule instead of an 
exception.

,II  Deming, W. Edwards (1986). out of the crisis. mit center for advanced engi-

neering study. 

Managing results

t o o l b o x

See good praCtiCe 5,  

p. 36
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the rainforest alliance works to conserve biodiversity and 
ensure sustainable livelihoods by transforming land use 
practices, business practices and consumer behaviour. the 
cso co-founded the sustainable agriculture network (san). 
the coalition of conservation groups defined a sustainability 
standard for environmentally and socially responsible produc-
tion of crops such as cocoa, coffee, tea, and more. 

as part of the greening the cocoa industry project, rainforest 
alliance, the United nations environment Programme (UneP), 
the global environment Facility (geF), chocolate manufactur-
ers mars incorporated and Kraft Foods, along with several 
major farmers, cocoa trading and processing companies, 
joined together to advance application of the san standard. 
Launched in november 2010, the project aims to bring 10% of 
the world’s cocoa production – 350,000 tonnes per year, farmed 
on 750,000 hectares by 250,000 farmers – into more sustainable 
production systems that will measurably improve biodiversity 
conservation in tropical ecosystems within six years. By the 
end of the project, sales of certified cocoa are projected to 
reach 165,000 tons.

results measurement at rainforest alliance is designed to 
support adaptive management and a learning agenda. results 
from baseline and ongoing monitoring are used to provide 
targeted technical assistance and modify programme delivery 
to farmers and other project beneficiaries throughout the 
project. 

the greening the cocoa industry project’s results-measure-
ment system consists of three levels. First, programme-wide 
monitoring tracks inputs and activities such as operation size 
or the geographic location of interventions, as well as outputs. 
second, sample-based monitoring in selected areas of operation 
assesses socio-economic and environmental outcomes. third, 
focused research verifies results and tests hypotheses. data for 
the first two levels are collected during audits and technical as-
sistance provided by the rainforest alliance. For the third level, 
third parties are asked to collect the data. the multitier system 
combines breadth with depth, and ensures sufficient continuity 
for tracking change over time. 

Baseline data sets have improved the rainforest alliance’s 
ability to provide targeted technical assistance to farmers. 
Lead farmers were integrated into the measurement process, 
which helped to reduce costs. Farmers also benefit directly 
from the measurement activities. in ghana, for example, farm 
maps provided the exact size of each farmer’s production area, 
which enabled farmers to access optimal amounts of farm 
inputs provided by government agencies. 

data generated through the assessment has also been instru-
mental in proposing adjustments to the principles and criteria 
contained in the san standard. For example, the criteria for 
conservation of high-value ecosystems have been refined, and 
additional criteria facilitating group certification and farm 
unit certification have been created.

measurement within the greening the cocoa industry project 
is thus paying off at various levels of implementation.

sources: Interview with Elizabeth Kennedy (Rainforest Alliance), www.rainforest-

alliance.org/work/impact

Results mea-

surement at 

the Rainforest 

Alliance is de-

signed to sup-

port adaptive 

management 

and a learning 

agenda.

elizabeth Kennedy, 

Rainforest Alliance

Benefiting the target group

Results data can also be immediately use-

ful for the project’s target group. In Ghana, 

for example, the Rainforest Alliance was 

able to inform farmers of the exact sizes of 

their landholdings, which allowed them 

to receive optimal amounts of fertilizer 

and other subsidized inputs from govern-

ment agencies. These immediate benefits 

increase the value of the project for the 

target group, and as a result, also tend to 

increase support for the project and its 

measurement procedures.

continue measuring

The results-measurement system is usu-

ally designed in accordance with the 

partnership project’s own structure. Most 

partnership projects are implemented 

within a few – often three – years. Some 

projects are one-off interventions. But 

many are designed to create an activity 

that can be continued as part of the core 

business of the private-sector partner. 

Therefore, partners should discuss how 

the measurement system can be contin-

ued and possibly restructured after the 

partnership ends.

Adaptive management and learning for sustainable cocoa

Training for lead farmers in Ghana to implement the  
activities to support the SAN standard.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  rainforest alliance, uneP, Gef and companies
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Good practice 11: 
Use a baseline to design the project

Let insights inform project design 

Once the baseline study has been per-

formed, the project can be defined based 

on the resulting insights. The baseline 

study for HERi found that people in many 

villages spent very little money on light 

due to their low incomes. As a result, HERi 

established a system based on renting so-

lar lamps instead of selling them, as the 

rental fee for one night was equal to what 

a typically family would otherwise spend 

on kerosene. Of course, studies may also 

lead to the conclusions that an interven-

tion is not feasible or desirable, for ex-

ample because needs are already met by 

competing offerings.

Defining additionality

The insights from the baseline study can 

also provide more insight on the addition-

ality of the partnership. For example, it 

might show which capabilities of private 

and public partners are required for which 

activities. Thus, it might also provide evi-

dence that a private-sector company can-

not implement the project by itself.

By combining a baseline study with initial 

market research and feasibility studies, 

no time is lost, and both the project and 

the results-measurement system can be 

designed based on sound empirical facts.

Keep baseline assessment broad

A baseline study can be undertaken even 

with only a rough idea of the project’s ob-

jectives and approach at hand. In any case, 

the assessment should be broad enough to 

allow for adjustment and refinement at a 

later date. In the example of HERi Mada-

gascar, the research included basic ques-

tions about village households’ energy use 

and incomes, but also asked about access 

to education, information and health care, 

all of which were potential aspects of the 

solar kiosk project. Keeping the baseline 

assessment broad also accords with the 

objectives of market research and feasibil-

ity studies, which are designed to provide 

insight into all relevant aspects of com-

munity life, thus identifying opportuni-

ties for interventions.

combine market 
research and a fact-
finding or feasibility 
study with a baseline 
study. 

k e y  m e s s a G e Partners tend to rush into a project once the partnership is com-

pletely established. In the hurry to action, there is often no time to 

conduct a baseline study.

The baseline 

study allows us 

to customise our 

portfolio of prod-

ucts and services 

to the needs of a 

particular vil-

lage.

Junte Wasmann, 

HERi Madagascar

exactly what is studied in a project’s baseline study will natu-
rally be derived from the partnership’s objectives. Partners can 
use preliminary drafts of the results chain to identify relevant 
indicators. Baseline studies should only include results that 
are within partners’ ability to affect, so as to be meaningful for 
project design.

the Progress out of Poverty index (PPi) is a poverty measure-
ment tool developed by the grameen Foundation. it can serve 
as an inspiration for the kind of questions that can be asked 
to understand target households’ socio-economic situation. 
answers to ten questions about a household’s asset ownership 

and other characteristics are scored to compute the likelihood 
that the household is living below the poverty line or above it 
but only by a narrow margin. With the PPi, organisations can 
identify the clients, customers or employees who are most 
likely to be poor or vulnerable to poverty, integrating objective 
poverty data into their assessments and strategic decision-
making. they can also assess the performance of an interven-
tion and track poverty levels over time. the PPi is country-
specific; PPis exist for 45 countries. 

,II  www.progressoutofpoverty.org/about-ppi

Assessing the socio-economic situation

t o o l b o x
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Heri madagascar sets up kiosks in rural madagascar that 
provide energy and internet services. the social business ulti-
mately aims at improving quality of life for the inhabitants of 
rural areas, by providing energy-related products and services 
that were not previously available. in this endeavour, Heri 
has received financial support from the dutch government 
through its Private sector investment (Psi) programme. 

Heri is a young company, founded in 2012 with around 15 peo-
ple. to be able to measure the results of the company’s activi-
ties despite limited human and financial resources, Heri set 
up an integrated system of data collection with support from 
external experts. today, it performs a baseline study for every 
single village served as part of its market research. Psi defines 
a number of indicators that need to be assessed during the 
course of the study and during subsequent evaluation. these 
indicators have been integrated into the research protocol.

When looking for new kiosk locations, the Heri team visits 
villages that publicly available information has shown to fulfil 
a first set of screening criteria such as “more than 200 house-
holds” and “no connection to electricity grid”. in these villages, 
Heri conducts interviews with the mayor and organises focus 
groups and household surveys. these formats are useful in 
obtaining information essential in choosing locations that can 
sustain a profitable kiosk business, such as local purchasing 
power and income sources. But they also serve as a basis for 
future results measurement, as they document local condi-
tions before the opening of the kiosk. 

combining the processes of conducting baseline studies 
and market research has proved very efficient. the market-
research questionnaires contain several questions useful 
primarily for the baseline study, such as: “How many hours 
do your children study after sunset?” However, the data-col-
lection process is the same. By combining the two functions, 
baseline studies are also conducted in some villages that are 
not ultimately selected as a kiosk location. these villages can 
later serve as part of a control group. 

sources: Information provided by Junte Wasmann (HERi Madagascar)

Integrating results measurement and market research

HERi kiosks charge phones which saves a lot of time spent on walking 
to other charging stations.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  heri madagascar and Dutch PsI programme in madagascar

 The HERi team interviews villagers about their energy spending 
habits for the baseline study.

HERi kiosks provide energy and information services in rural Madagascar.
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Good practice 12: 
Stay flexible 

For projects that do not start with a pre-

cise idea of how to achieve results, but 

rather seek to experiment with innova-

tive approaches, developing the results 

chain is itself part of the mission. Again, 

management and measurement should 

be closely linked, as improving insight 

into how to achieve change also leads to 

a better understanding of how to demon-

strate results. M-KOPA uses its research to 

understand how users are benefiting from 

better access to clean energy, and how a fi-

nancial solution enables this access, spell-

ing out their theory of change as they go. 

As noted in the previous chapter, the base-

line study can be embedded in the market 

research process, thus making it easier to 

measure change later in the project. 

for explorative projects: develop the re-

sults chain in parallel to the project

Challenge funds, for example, ask compa-

nies to co-develop new solutions to devel-

opment challenges. In the case of M-PESA, 

partners started with a notion of opportu-

nity within the area of mobile finance, but 

lacked a concrete sense of how to create a 

sustainable business. Hence, it was impos-

sible to specify a results chain from the 

beginning. 

Every partnership starts with an objec-

tive. However, it is not always clear from 

the beginning how an objective can be 

achieved. The partnership that would 

eventually lead to M-PESA grew from the 

observation that mobile telephony could 

be used to foster financial inclusion. In 

the absence of a an articulated plan for 

achieving this goal, the partnership set 

its sights on identifying a business model 

that could realise this opportunity. 

use partnerships 
to innovate and 
experiment. results 
measurement can be 
developed and ad-
justed along the way.

k e y  m e s s a G e Partnership projects often enter new territory. Results measure-

ment systems need to be flexible to allow for experimentation and 

adaptation.

Partnerships are usually created with the aim of succeed-
ing and achieving positive outcomes within a comparatively 
limited time span. this is sensible, but often limits partners’ 
inclination to take risks and experiment.

design thinking is a problem-solving approach that promotes 
trial-and-error as an efficient and fast way of learning. in 
line with the generic process of measurement, the standard 
design-thinking process starts by defining objectives and 
finding a common language, then undertaking research to 
find the facts most relevant in creating a solution to identified 
problems. it then enters a creative cycle, in which possible 
solutions are brainstormed and quickly prototyped. this phase 
is expected to go through various iterations, enabling partners 

to learn from failure and gain insights into the nature of the 
problem and potential solutions. in this case, more failure sim-
ply means more insight. in reviewing the process, comparing 
outcomes with the objective and the results chain, partners 
can subsequently select the most powerful approaches and 
implement them more fully. 

Where partnerships are intended to lead to new solutions, 
failing fast, often and early is ironically a good indicator that 
the partnership is successful, as it is taking risks to develop 
something truly innovative.

,II  .designthinking.ideo.com

,II  Tim Brown (2009). change by design: How design thinking transforms orga-

nizations and inspires innovation.

Failing forward

t o o l b o x

See  good praCtiCe 11,  
p. 52
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mobile service provider safaricom Limited introduced m-Pesa 
in 2007 as the first mobile-money service in Kenya. Users can 
check their account balance, make deposits and withdrawals, 
pay bills, purchase mobile-phone credit, and transfer money to 
other users. m-Pesa’s design and pilot stages were made pos-
sible by a matching grant through dFid’s Financial deepening 
challenge Fund (FdcF) to safaricom owner vodafone. today, 
m-Pesa boasts 17 million users. 

the project began with a recognition of the opportunity to 
address the challenge of financial exclusion provided by 
the increasing availability of mobile telephony. at that time, 
more than 70% of Kenyans lacked access to financial services.
However, what form the solution would take was unclear. the 
grant from the challenge fund was used to develop a clear value 
proposition and to convince senior management to invest in 
the programme development. the grant allowed nick Hughes, 
the intrapreneur behind m-Pesa, to run a series of workshops 
to better understand customer needs. it also helped establish 
the partnership with financial csos microsave and Faulu, which 
in turn provided access to poor communities. Partners were 
subsequently selected for a trial that allowed m-Pesa to identify 
user behaviour which, in turn, enabled the development of a 
scalable business proposition. Following the completion of 
a pilot project, m-Pesa could specify the value proposition and a 
business case, identify key risks, establish a revenue model, and 
develop the technology solution. 

With this exploratory approach, it would have been impossible 
to specify the results chain from the beginning. in order to ap-
ply for the fund, the team had to propose certain targets and 
the means of getting there, but the proposal left considerable 
room for experimentation and learning. 

despite the project’s ultimate success, a flexible approach 
to results measurement might have been useful. Hughes 
believes that establishing a baseline in the early stages might 
have helped the initiative better specify results. However, no 
detailed attention was given at the outset to defining and 
measuring outcomes. there was a lost opportunity  in com-
pleting good baseline assessments. With m-KoPa, an ongoing 
project designed to leverage m-Pesa’s success in facilitat-
ing access to clean energy, Hughes built on this insight and 
implemented a flexible measurement approach from the start. 
Project organisers thus capture data that is useful from both 
a business and a development perspective. identifying how 
many hours customers use the energy system per day, as well 
as how much they save from using it, is one such example. the 
project organisers are now simplifying their key performance 
indicators, aiming to settle on a total of six such indicators. in 
parallel, they are working on a theory of change for m-KoPa as 
a whole.

sources: Interviews with Simon Calvert (DFID), Nick Hughes (formerly Vodafone, now 

M-KOPA), and exchange with David Ferrand (FSD Kenya)

The project pro-
posal was pretty 

vague. Had we 
been too critical 

of the specifics 
at that point it 
wouldn’t have 

gone ahead.

David ferrand, FSD 

Kenya

for all projects: review and adjust results 

chain regularly

The results chain and the related measure-

ment system are not static. As partners 

learn and improve the project approach, 

insights should be reflected in these man-

agement tools. For example, new ques-

tions about the results chain may arise 

during implementation, and new hypoth-

eses may need to be tested with new in-

dicators. The intended solution may even 

prove to be unviable, and might therefore 

require adjustment. Conversely, initially 

defined indicators may prove not to be 

useful, and can be dropped. 

Of course, a consistent set of indicators is 

also needed in order to track results over 

time. Therefore, it can be useful to start 

with a larger number of indicators, or 

broader indicators, and refine and reduce 

this list as the theory of change becomes 

clearer. M-KOPA, for example, started out 

with a broad set of measures, and now 

aims to reduce its core set to only six.

Learning to develop results measurement on the go

A typical M-PESA cellphone menu.

c a s e  s t U d Y :  safaricom Limited and DfID in Kenya
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New technologies such as Safaricom’s mobile phone based payments 
service, M-PESA, promise to revolutionise access to finance in Kenya.
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Opportunities for improvement
The case studies show that measurement is already successfully implemented in 

development partnerships as a means of enhancing project outcomes. Yet the topic 

still seems daunting to many, and project managers are often held back by a lack of 

support in designing a productive measurement system. Donors, private-sector ac-

tors, and other partnership stakeholders can contribute to increasing and improving 

measurement.

absent among practitioners. Companies, CSOs, and pub-

lic actors can support the progress of these centres by 

opening up their activities to external scrutiny. They 

can also shape the direction taken by such centres by 

acting as advisors and providing feedback. Finally, cen-

tres of excellence can build on existing initiatives, such 

as those listed below. 

cLear is a multi-donor initiative that supports five regional cen-

tres in building local capacities for results measurement while 

collectively contributing to global learning through the produc-

tion of innovative materials and practical knowledge exchange. 

The initiative is not focused specifically on partnerships. 

www.theclearinitiative.org

The Partnership resource centre in the Netherlands is man-

dated by the Dutch government to support learning about 

partnerships and among partnerships themselves. Results 

measurement is an important aspect of this task, and practi-

tioners can contact the centre’s experts for support. 

www.partnershipsresourcecentre.org

Currently, the governments of Germany, the netherlands 

and sweden are creating hubs designed to advance part-

nerships in several countries, including Egypt, South Africa, 

Indonesia, Colombia, and Zambia. These hubs can also act as 

centres of expertise on the local level. 

The challenges identified in the previous chapters 

point to a number of opportunities for improving re-

sults measurement:

centres of excellence 

Governments of developed or developing countries 

as well as multilateral institutions could set up one 

or more centres of excellence to support partnership 

projects in implementing results measurement. Al-

ternatively, they could task existing centres with this 

mandate. Partners would thus be provided with an 

authority to which to turn for advice when setting 

up their results-measurement systems. Such centres 

should offer a “help line” for partnership managers 

seeking on-the-spot support without bureaucratic 

constraints. Centres equipped with their own fund-

ing could support project managers in setting up a 

results-measurement system at no additional ex-

pense to the project. This can reduce the barriers to 

measuring results. 

Centres of excellence can also be given the mandate 

to advance standardisation and joint learning. When 

supporting partnership projects, such centres can con-

tribute to harmonisation efforts by promoting shared 

approaches and the use of standard indicators across 

several partnership projects. Such centres can collect 

and analyse results systematically, share insights and, 

thanks to their long-term operational mandate, can fol-

low up on results after projects have ended. Centres of 

excellence can therefore address time-span constraints 

in ways that many partnership initiatives cannot. Fi-

nally, such centres can advance the exchange of infor-

mation regarding failures and stumbling blocks, there-

by fostering a failure-tolerant culture that is currently 
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shared database

A shared database in which evidence from partnership 

projects is collected could prevent efforts from be-

ing duplicated and enable actors to focus on existing 

knowledge gaps. It would also facilitate benchmark-

ing efforts and help project managers make informed 

decisions about what to measure. A multilateral in-

stitution or forum (like the DCED) would be best po-

sitioned to manage such a database. All stakeholders, 

including public and private partners, but also univer-

sities and research centres, CSOs or measurement ser-

vice providers, would be asked to feed in data.

The mIx market is an example of a database in the domain 

of microfinance that provides a comprehensive overview 

of microfinance institutions (MFI) as well as indicators for 

benchmarking. The Microfinance Information eXchange was 

initiated by the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor and in-

corporated in 2002 as an independent organisation. It analy-

ses about 2100 institutions in over 110 markets worldwide 

and works with more than 35 MFI networks. 

Governments, companies, and other stakeholders 

should coordinate and collaborate to improve the 

landscape for results measurement. They should avoid 

a further proliferation of approaches. Instead, greater 

coordination can help to drive harmonisation, and ul-

timately, greater comparability of results and faster 

learning. 

Working in partnership is vital to tackling the major 

sustainable development challenges facing humanity 

today. Improving partnership performance is a means 

to achieving development objectives more efficiently 

and effectively. By advancing the systematic measure-

ment of results in partnerships, governments, multilat-

eral institutions, companies and business associations, 

csOs, universities and research centres can each con-

tribute to learning faster and improving the implemen-

tion of joint solutions for sustainable development. 

training sessions and peer-learning forums

To build partnership managers’ capacity to measure 

results, governments of developed and developing 

countries, multilateral institutions, business associa-

tions, and private providers can provide specialised 

training sessions for measuring. The centres of excel-

lence mentioned above can also contribute to skills-

building by providing support throughout the proj-

ect lifecycle, which enables learning among project 

managers as they proceed. Organising peer-learning 

forums is one simple intervention targeting improved 

measurement capacities. At such forums, partnership 

managers can present and receive feed back on their 

results measurement systems. Everyone learns, often 

more effectively than in standard training sessions. 

These capacity-building measures can also advance 

harmonisation. Companies as well as public agencies 

would, however, need to alot their employees time to 

participate in capacity-building and peer learning ac-

tivities.

The DceD offers training courses for donors, project man-

agers, and consultants on applying the DCED standard for 

results measurement and setting up effective and efficient 

results measurement systems. 

www.enterprise-development.org/page/training-courses

Basic research 

Proving the links between intermediate and ulti-

mate outcomes is often better done in a scientific re-

search setting. Partnerships usually begin once such 

evidence has been established. For example, compa-

nies and public actors work together to fortify staple 

foodstuffs with micronutrients, because it has been 

established scientifically that fortification can alle-

viate malnutrition. Forcing each new partnership to 

prove already established causal relationships would 

involve a waste of resources for the partnership. Yet 

many questions regarding how to achieve develop-

ment objectives remain unanswered. Given that in-

sights here are a public good, there is also a case for 

the public sector to invest in basic research. Resolving 

the big questions reduces the burden carried by indi-

vidual partnerships in complicated evaluations. Uni-

versities and research centres can drive this research 

forward, and governments from developed and devel-

oping countries as well as multilateral institutions can 

provide funding and direction. Closer feedback loops 

between academic research and partnership practice 

should be established. Companies and business asso-

ciations can help to define the research agenda and 

support basic research through collaboration. 

The British donor agency DfID is already working to reduce 

these burdens by funding systematic research on the large, 

open questions through the Research for Development Fund.
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san Sustainable Agriculture Network

snv Stichting Nederlandse Vrijwilligers

srOI Social Return on Investment

uneP United Nations Environment Programme

unDP United Nations Development Programme

unIDO United Nations Industrial Development 

Organisation

ur University and Research Centre

WBcsD World Business Council for Sustainable 

Development

WfP World Food Programme

WWf World Wildlife Fund
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Working in partnership is vital to tackling the major 
sustainable development challenges facing humanity 
today. Results measurement is critical to improving 
the performance of partnerships. This publication 
identifies 12 good practices for increasing the value of 
measurement and the effectiveness of partnerships.

Partnerships that apply these good practices will be-
nefit throughout their lifecycle from having relevant, 
up-to-date data to guide strategic decisions. Partners 
will also find it easier to report on results and to limit 
administrative outlays related to the partnership.


